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ABSTRACT

FASTER RESIDUE MULTIPLICATION MODULO 521-BIT MERSENNE PRIME
AND APPLICATION TO ECC

Ali, Shoukat
Ph.D., Department of Cryptography
Supervisor

: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Murat Cenk

September 2017, 94 pages

We present faster algorithms for the residue multiplication modulo 521-bit Mersenne
prime on 32- and 64-bit platforms by using Toeplitz Matrix-Vector Product (TMVP).
The total arithmetic cost of our proposed algorithms is less than the existing algorithms and we select the ones, 32- and 64-bit residue multiplication, with the best
timing results on our testing machine(s). For the 64-bit residue multiplication we
have presented three versions of our algorithm along with their arithmetic cost and
from implementation point of view, we provide the timing results of each version.
The transition from 64- to 32-bit residue multiplication is full of challenges because
the number of limbs becomes double and the bitlength of the limbs reduces by half.
We propose three technique for 32-bit residue multiplication such that both the arithmetic cost and the timing results of each one is provided. Without use of any intrinsics
and SIMD/assembly instructions in our implementation, on Intel(R) Core i5 − 6402P
CPU @ 2.80GHz, we find 136- and 550-cycle for our 64- and 32-bit residue multiplications, respectively. We implement constant-time variable- and fixed-base scalar
multiplication on the standard NIST curve P-521 and Edwards curve E-521. Using
our residue multiplication(s), we find E-521 more efficient than P-521 especially for
variable-base scalar multiplication.
vii

Keywords: residue multiplication, Toeplitz matrix-vector product, Mersenne prime,
elliptic curve cryptography, variable- and fixed-base scalar multiplication, 32- and
64-bit platforms
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ÖZ

521 BİTLİK MERSENNE ASAL MODÜLLERİNDE HİZLİ ÇARPMA VE ECC
YE UYGULAMALARI

Ali, Shoukat
Doktora, Kriptografi Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi

: Doç. Dr. Murat Cenk

Eylül 2017 , 94 sayfa

Toeplitz Matris - Vektör Çarpma (TMVP) kullanan, 32-ve 64-bit platformlarda çalışan ve 521-bit Mersenne asal modlarındaki modüler çarpmalar için daha hızlı algoritmalar sunmaktayız. Önerilen algoritmalarımızın toplam aritmetik maliyeti mevcut
algoritmalar ile kıyaslandığında daha azdır, ayrıca test makinalarmızda en iyi zamanlama sonuçlarına sahip olan algoritmalar, 32- ve 64-bit modüler çarpmaları seçilmiştir. 64-bit modüler çarpma için aritmetik maliyetleri ile birlikte algoritmamızın üç
versiyonu gösterilmiştir ve uygulama bakış açısından, her bir versiyonun zamanlama
sonuçları da verilmiştir. Limb sayısı iki katına çıkarken limb bit uzunluğu yarıya azaldığı için 64-ten 32-bit kalıntı çarpımına geçiş zorluklarla doludur. Biz 32-bit modüler
çarpmaları için hem aritmetik maliyetleri hem de zamanlama sonuçları ile birlikte
üç teknik önermekteyiz. Uygulamamızda herhangi bir yapısal ve SIMD / montaj talimatı kullanmadan Intel R Core i5 - 6402P CPU @ 2.80GHz’de sırasıyla 64- ve 32-bit
modüler çarpmalar için 136- ve 550- devir bulunmuştur. Standart NIST eğrisi P-521
ve Edwards eğrisi E-521 için sabit-zamanlı değişken ve sabit-bazlı skaler çarpmalar
uygulanmıştır. Bizim modüler çarpmalarımız kullanıldığı zaman, özellikle değişenbazlı skaler çarpım için E-521, P-521’den daha verimli bulunmuştur.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Modüler çarpma, Toeplitz matris-vektör ürünü, Mersenne prime,
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Eliptik eğrisi kriptografi, değişken ve sabit-bazlı skaler çarpımı, 32- ve 64-bit platformları
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Efficient cryptographic primitives have always been among the main objectives of the
researchers in cryptography. Therefore, the addition of Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC) in the family of public key cryptography is a proof of efficiency over contemporary counterparts e.g. RSA. In ECC, an elliptic curve is defined over a finite field
where the characteristic of the field can be small or large prime. So, efficient finite
field arithmetic implies efficient ECC. That’s why the expensive finite field multiplication and inversion (multiplicative inverse) have received good attention.
The expensive inversion can be avoided by choosing a higher coordinate system e.g.
Jacobian coordinate. But if inversions are required for some other efficiency purposes
i.e. mixed point addition, then Montgomery’s trick — computing the inverse of a
batch of elements by actually computing one inversion only — is the most efficient
strategy. Fermat’s Little Theorem is used to compute the inversion in constant-time
so that, the operation computation is guarded against simple timing attacks.
The finite field multiplication is comprised of integer multiplication and the expensive
reduction operation. In the literature there are different techniques to speed up the reduction operation and in case of Mersenne prime the operation is optimal in efficiency
because the reduction is computed by field addition(s) only. Unfortunately, there are
few Mersenne primes for contemporary cryptographic purposes. But there are other
kind of special primes such as Crandall primes, special Montgomery primes, Solinas
primes, Goldilocks prime etc. The implementation benefits of the Solinas primes [35]
for its efficiency, especially on 32-bit platform, made its way to become part of the
standards [15, 27]. The newly designed Goldilocks prime by Mike Hamburg [25]
1

is very useful for Karatsuba algorithm because at each level of Karatsuba, it saves
(double-precision) addition(s)/subtraction(s). Above all, the prime is equally suitable
for both 32-bit and 64-bit platforms.
For the ECC bitlength, the popular algorithm of Karatsuba [28] is widely used to compute integer multiplication efficiently. Bernstein [4] presented the “refined Karatsuba
identity" which takes less number of additions than the original Karatsuba identity.
Furthermore, to reduce the cost of reduction in multiply-then-reduce technique, Bernstein et al. [5] eliminated some additions by using “reduced refined Karatsuba" in
their implementation. As explained in [5] it is based on the idea of reducing inputs
to a multiplication rather outputs of a multiplication. On the other hand, Granger
and Scott [23] achieved the (arithmetic) efficiency for their modular multiplication
algorithm by observing the structure/pattern of modular multiplication when multiplication and reduction steps are combined as single expression. Similarly, we — Ali
and Cenk [1] — observed that the same expression can be represented as a Toeplitz
Matrix-Vector Product (TMVP) and further reduced the total arithmetic cost of the
modular multiplication for 521-bit Mersenne prime modulus.
The Karatsuba algorithm [28] trades multiplication for addition(s)/subtraction(s) in
order to reduce the complexity of multiplication operation and asymptotically this is
good. But for the bitlength relevant to contemporary ECC, such techniques are useful
only when the cost of saved multiplications is higher than the new addition(s) or subtraction(s) that come as overhead. The ratio of multiplication to additions/subtractions
in Karatsuba 3-way, Toom-3 and Granger and Scott technique can be useful in asymptotic analysis but as shown in [1] that a more balanced way of trading multiplication for addition(s)/subtraction(s) is more useful in terms of the arithmetic cost
and suitable for contemporary ECC bitlength. Moreover, for multi-precision integers, the use of reduced-radix representation — bitlength of limb is less than the
word-size of underlying computer — provides space for saving the result of addition(s)/subtraction(s) that were produced as a result of the saved multiplication(s).
Now, the carries produced as a result of those addition(s)/subtraction(s) do not need
to be propagated immediately. Hence, the reduced-radix representation provides the
advantage of postponding the carry propagation and has shown encouraging results
such as [1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 16, 23, 25, 34]. On the other hand, the conventional method
2

of using the packed-radix representation — bitlength of limb is equal to the word-size
of underlying computer — has also been implemented by different reserachers and
some of the examples are [13, 14, 17, 22, 24, 30].
Darrel Hankerson et al. have pointed out in their book [19] that the performance of
ECC depends heavily on the speed of field multiplication. Therefore, our work is focused on designing new faster residue multiplication modulo 521-bit Mersenne prime
p for 32- and 64-bit platforms by taking the finite field multiplication as TMVP. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first use of TMVP to perform residue multiplication in non-binary field and TMVP has been used in binary field for example, [21].
In the first part of our work [1], we presented our residue multiplication for 64-bit
platforms such that the total arithmetic cost is less than the previously known best
algorithm of Granger and Scott [23] for 521-bit Mersenne prime modulus. The total
arithmetic cost was computed by taking the cost ratio of multiplication to addition as
3. Furthermore, we presented three versions of our residue multiplication to provide
an extensive comparison — to the best of our knowledge — with respect to the other
well-known algorithms using the modulus p. Each version of our residue multiplication has lesser total number of operations than its counterparts. For implementation
purpose, Granger and Scott [23] chose 522-bit modulus i.e. 2p and in our case, we
implemented both modulus p and 2p. For each version of our residue multiplication, we find the timing results of modulus p better than 2p. To show the efficiency
of their algorithm [23], Granger and Scott implemented constant-time variable-base
scalar multiplication on the standard NIST curve P-521 and Edwards curve E-521.
They made their C++ code public. So, following their work, we did the same by
using modulus p and 2p. We find the timing results of constant-time variable-base
scalar multiplication for P-521 and E-521 using the three versions of our residue multiplications better than the public code of [23] on our machine. Note that to ensure
fair comparison, we used the same public code of [23] and the changes required for
modulus p were made accordingly. All the codes were executed in the same testing
environment.
After the successful completion of the first part of our work, we decided to extend
our work to 32-bit platforms using the TMVP approach. So, with respect to 64-bit
platforms, on 32-bit platforms the number of limbs becomes double and the bitlength
3

of the limbs reduces by half. But things are not so simple and easy. Indeed, there are
many challenges among which correctness, called numerical stability in [33], comes
first due to the overflow on 32-bit platforms. The number of limbs on 32-bit platforms
is a multiple of both 2 and 3 which opens the way for two- and three-way decomposition. The structure and decomposition of the TMVP lead us to three techniques of
performing the residue multiplication such that the total arithmetic cost is less than the
well-known algorithms using the modulus p. Again, we take the cost of one singleprecision multiplication equal to three single-precision additions. Furthermore, for
the sake of simplicity, the arithmetic costs are presented in terms of single-precision
multiplication and additions by taking the cost of one double-precision addition equal
to two single-precision additions. Our three 32-bit residue multiplications are discussed in detail along with their arithmetic costs and the timing results. So, among
the three techniques we have selected the one with the best timing result on our machine. For the chosen technique, we have provided a proof — using the worst-case
scenario — that our 32-bit residue multiplication does not cause overflow. Similarly,
efficiency is compromised to avoid overflow and we have ensured the minimal loss of
efficiency both in terms of arithmetic cost and clock cycles. For the clock cycles, we
performed timing tests on our machine to find out the cross-over point between the
schoolbook and TMVP. Using the chosen technique, we have implemented constanttime fixed- and variable-base scalar multiplication for 32-bit platforms. Unlike the
first part of our work, this time we have implemented both constant-time fixed- and
variable-base scalar multiplication for 64-bit platforms.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we briefly introduce our
readers to the rudimentary concepts that we belief will set them to a good start to
easily comprehend the following chapters and maybe beyond. Next, we discuss our
64-bit residue multiplication in detail and its three versions. The arithmetic cost and
timing result of the three version of our residue multiplication are provided in Chapter
3. In Chapter 4, we discuss in detail our three techniques to perform 32-bit residue
multiplication. The challenges that arise in the design and implementation of our
32-bit residue multiplication are also discussed. We end the chapter by providing the
worst-case bitlength analysis of our most efficient technique in terms of clock cycle.
In Chapter 5, we discuss the vital operation of single-scalar multiplication in ECC

4

and using our 32- and 64-bit residue multiplication, we implemented the constanttime fixed- and variable-base scalar multiplication for the standard NIST curve P-521
and Edwards curve E-521. We have used more than one computer for the timing
tests and all the results are provided. Finally, in Chapter 6, we conclude our research
work.

5
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARIES

In this chapter we cover the rudimentary topics that are required for the following
chapters. First, we briefly introduce the Finite field. Then we discuss the largecharacteristic prime field arithmetic such that the pseudocode of each field operation
is provided. Next, we briefly introduce the Toeplitz matrix and discuss our decomposition methods that are used as the basis to compute the Toeplitz matrix-vector product (TMVP). There is also a brief section on different forms/shapes of primes that are
used in elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). In the next section we briefly introduce
the elliptic curve over prime field. Then we briefly discuss the use of Diffie-Hellman
key exchange protocol in ECC. Finally, we discuss some of the different coordinate
systems that are used to represent a point on elliptic curve.

2.1

Finite Field

A finite set F with the operations of addition (+) and multiplication (·) is called finite
field such that it satisfies the following properties:
• F with addition is an Abelian group
• F with multiplication, excluding 0, is an Abelian group
• (x + y) · z = x · z + y · z for all x, y, z ∈ F.
By definition, addition and multiplication are the default operations on the elements
of F and the properties of Abelian group imply that now, we have also the operations
7

of “subtraction" and “division". Subtraction is defined as: for all x, y ∈ F, x−y = x+
(−y) where −y is the unique additive inverse of y in F such that y −y = y +(−y) = 0
and 0 is called the additive identity. Similarly, division is defined as: for all x, y ∈ F,
excluding the element 0, x/y = x · y −1 where y −1 is the unique multiplicative inverse
of y in F such that y/y = y · y −1 = 1 and 1 is called the multiplicative identity. Note
that the division comprises of the two operations: inversion, and multiplication.
The number of elements in a finite field is called “order" of the field. For a prime
number p and a positive integer m, it is known that there exists a finite field F of
order pm where p is called the “characteristic". F is called a “prime field" when
m = 1 and an “extension field" when m ≥ 2. Furthermore, any two finite fields of
order pm are “isomorphic"; which means that the two fields are structurally the same
except their labeling/representation.
From above it is clear that for a prime number p, the set {0, 1, . . . , p−1} with addition
and multiplication performed modulo p is a prime field with characteristic and order
both p. For any integer x, the “reduction modulo p" is an integer in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}
which is actually the remainder of integer division of x by p. The characteristic-two
finite field is called “binary field". In practice, the small-characteristic finite fields
— characteristic 2, 3 etc. — are defined over extension fields. In our work, we are
interested in large-characteristic prime field and denoted by Fp .

2.2

Prime Field Arithmetic

In this section, we present fundamental algorithms for (large-characteristic) prime
field arithmetic that are independent of the shape of the prime p. Actually, the shape
of p has considerable impact on the efficiency of the slow reduction operation and
that’s why we have different shapes of prime at our disposal in ECC.
Suppose we are working on a W -bit computer and in our case W ∈ {64, 32}.
So, a W -bit word B = (bW −1 , . . . , b1 , b0 ) is a block where bi ∈ {0, 1} for i =
0, 1, . . . , W − 1. The bit b0 is called the “least significant bit" and bW −1 is called the
“most significant bit". So, the bitlength of p is k = dlog2 pe and its word-length is
l = dk/W e. Furthermore, we assume that the elements of Fp are k-bit integers and in
8

our case k is very large than W which implies that an element x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}
is split in l-word called “chunks/limbs". In practice one can store x in an array
X = [x0 , x1 . . . , xl−1 ] of l W -bit words where x0 is the “least significant limb" and
xl−1 is the “most significant limb".
The use of the full computer word for each limb is called packed-radix representation. Alternatively, one can use reduced-radix representation such that the bitlength
of the limbs is less than W . The reduced-radix representation has shown interestingly
results in practice but in this section, all the algorithms that we present are using
packed-radix representation. Note that the algorithms presented in this section are
taken from Darrel Hankerson et al. book [19] and amendments in the pseudo-code
are made according to our naming convention and notations.

2.2.1

Addition and Subtraction

The modular addition and subtraction is performed by adding and subtracting the corresponding limbs along with the carry, respectively. The Algorithm 1 and Algorithm
2 perform addition and subtraction in Fp , respectively. From Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, it is evident that in the case of packed-radix the carry propagation must be
performed simultaneously along with the limbs addition/subtraction.

2.2.2

Multiplication

One can compute the field multiplication in Fp using the multiply-then-reduce approach. In other words, first we compute the integer multiplication of two field elements and then reduce the result modulo p. In this section, we discuss the integer
multiplication only. Before presenting the pseudo-code of the schoolbook method for
integer multiplication, we assume that (u1 u0 ) denote a (2W )-bit integer where u0 and
u1 are the lower and higher W -bit words, respectively. The Algorithm 3 represents
the schoolbook method of operand scanning whose complexity is O(n2 ). The complexity of multiplication was reduced from quadratic to O(nlog2 3 ) by Karatsuba and
Ofman in [28]. The algorithm is based on divide-and-conquer technique where both
the input operands are taken as two equal half-size operands with higher and lower
9

Algorithm 1 Addition in Fp
Input: X = [x0 , . . . , xl−1 ], Y = [y0 , . . . , yl−1 ] and modulus p where X, Y ∈ [0, p−1]
Output: Z = [z0 , . . . , zl−1 ] where Z ≡ X + Y (mod p)
1:

z0 ← x0 + y0 (mod 2W )

2:

if x0 + y0 ∈ [0, 2W ) then

3:

else carry ← 1

4:

for i from 1 to l − 1 do

carry ← 0

5:

zi ← (xi + yi + carry) (mod 2W )

6:

if (xi + yi + carry) ∈ [0, 2W ) then

7:

else carry ← 1

8:

if carry = 1 then

Z ←Z −p

9:

else if Z ≥ p then

Z ←Z −p

10:

carry ← 0

Return Z

Algorithm 2 Subtraction in Fp
Input: X = [x0 , . . . , xl−1 ], Y = [y0 , . . . , yl−1 ] and modulus p where X, Y ∈ [0, p−1]
Output: Z = [z0 , . . . , zl−1 ] where Z ≡ X − Y (mod p)
1:

z0 ← x0 − y0 (mod 2W )

2:

if x0 − y0 ∈ [0, 2W ) then

3:

else carry ← 1

4:

for i from 1 to l − 1 do

carry ← 0

5:

zi ← (xi − yi − carry) (mod 2W )

6:

if (xi − yi − carry) ∈ [0, 2W ) then

7:

else carry ← 1

8:

if carry = 1 then

9:

Return Z

Z ←Z +p
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carry ← 0

Algorithm 3 Integer Multiplication
Input: X = [x0 , . . . , xl−1 ], Y = [y0 , . . . , yl−1 ] where X, Y ∈ [0, p − 1]
Output: Z = [z0 , . . . , z2l−1 ] where Z = X · Y
1:
2:
3:

for i from 0 to l − 1 do
zi ← 0
for i from 0 to l − 1 do

4:

u1 ← 0

5:

for j from 0 to l − 1 do

6:

(u1 u0 ) ← zi+j + xi · yj + u1

7:

zi+j ← u0

8:
9:

zi+l ← u1
Return Z

parts. Algebraically, suppose x = x1 2k + x0 and y = y1 2k + y0 are 2k-bit integers
then the Karatsuba algorithm computes X · Y as follows:

x · y = (x1 2k + x0 ) · (y1 2k + y0 )

= x1 · y1 22k + (x1 + x0 ) · (y1 + y0 ) − x1 y1 − x0 y0 2k + x0 · y0 .
Unlike the Algorithm 3 where 4 multiplications are required to compute x · y, Karatsuba algorithm performs the same operation with 3 multiplications and some extra
single- and double-word additions/subtractions. So, at each level of Karatsuba algorithm one save 1/4 multiplications at the cost of some extra single- and double-word
additions/subtractions. Normally, the Karatsuba algorithm is applied recursively until
some terminating condition where the schoolbook method is more efficient. For the
sake of simplicity, we assume that the terminating condition is single-word multiplication and the inputs X, Y are l-word where l = 2k for some positive integer k. The
pseudocode of Karatsuba algorithm is provided as Algorithm 4.
Instead of splitting the inputs in half, there is a variant of Karatsuba algorithm that
splits the inputs in 3 equal parts and we call this technique Karatsuba 3-way multiplication. We use the formula of Weimerskirch and Paar [36] to show the working
of Karatsuba 3-way. For the sake of simplicity, let a = a2 102 + a1 10 + a0 and
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Algorithm 4 Karatsuba Algorithm
Input: X = [x0 , . . . , xl−1 ], Y = [y0 , . . . , yl−1 ] where X, Y ∈ [0, p − 1]
Output: X · Y
Return X · Y

1:

if l = 1 then

2:

else split X, Y in half

3:

X = X1 2W (l/2) + X0

4:

Y = Y1 2W (l/2) + Y0

5:

A =Algorithm 4(X1 , Y1 )

6:

B =Algorithm 4(X0 , Y0 )

7:

C =Algorithm 4(X1 + X0 , Y1 + Y0 )

8:

D =C −A−B

9:

Z = A2W l + D2W (l/2) + B

10:

Return Z

b = b2 102 + b1 10 + b0 be two 3-digit integers then a · b is computed as follows:

a · b = (a2 102 + a1 10 + a0 ) · (b2 102 + b1 10 + b0 )
= D2 104 + (D1,2 − D1 − D2 )103 + (D0,2 − D2 − D0 + D1 )102
+ (D0,1 − D1 − D0 )10 + D0
where

D0 = a0 · b0 ,

D1 = a1 · b1 ,

D0,1 = (a0 + a1 ) · (b0 + b1 ),

D2 = a2 · b2 ,
D0,2 = (a0 + a2 ) · (b0 + b2 ),

D1,2 = (a1 + a2 ) · (b1 + b2 )

So, instead of 9-mulitplication, the Karatsuba 3-way preforms 6-multiplication to
compute a · b. Hence, the complexity of multiplication using Karatsuba 3-way is
O(nlog3 6 ). Toom-Cook 3-way multiplication or simply Toom-3 also splits the inputs
in 3 equal parts and for this algorithm, we use the optimized formula of Bodrato [12].
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Using the same a, b as two 3-digit integers, a · b is computed as follows:
a · b = (a2 102 + a1 10 + a0 ) · (b2 102 + b1 10 + b0 )
= D4 104 + D3 103 + D2 102 + D1 10 + D0
where

d0 = a2 + a0 ,

d3 = b2 + b0 ,

d2 = d0 − a1 ,

d1 = d3 − b1 ,

d0 = d0 + a1 ,

d3 = d3 + b1 ,

D1 = d2 · d1 ,

D2 = d0 · d3 ,

d0 = ((d0 + a2 ) << 1) − a0 ,

d3 = ((d3 + b2 ) << 1) − b0 ,

D3 = d0 · d3 ,

D4 = a2 · b2 ,

D0 = a0 · b0 ,

D3 = (D3 − D1 )/3,

D1 = (D2 − D1 ) >> 1,

D3 = ((D3 − D2 ) >> 1) − D4 << 1,

D2 = D2 − D0 ,

D2 = D2 − D1 − D4 ,

D1 = D1 − D3 ,
The operators “<<" and “>>" represent the shift-left and -right bit operation, respectively. So, the Bodrato’s formula takes only 5 multiplications to compute a · b which
is less than the Karatsuba 3-way. But there are more single- and double-word addition(s)/subtraction along with some shifts and division by 3 operations in Bodrato’s
formula. Hence, the complexity of multiplication using the Toom-3 is O(nlog3 5 ).

2.2.3

Squaring

The multiply-then-reduce approach can also be to field squaring in Fp such that the
integer element is first squared and then the result is reduced modulo p. Just like the
last section, we discuss only the integer squaring in this section. Clearly, squaring is
more efficient than multiplication because the number of single-word multiplications
reduces roughly to half in squaring. The integer squaring is presented as Algorithm
5.

2.2.4

Reduction

In field multiplication, the reduction is expensive operation because of the (expensive)
division. Therefore, to reduce the computational cost of reduction, the researchers
have devised special primes e.g. Solinas primes, Crandall primes, Goldilocks prime
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Algorithm 5 Integer Squaring
Input: X = [x0 , . . . , xl−1 ] where X ∈ [0, p − 1]
Output: Z = [z0 , . . . . . . , z2l−1 ] where Z = X 2
1:

T0 ← 0, T1 ← 0, T2 ← 0,

2:

for k from 0 to 2l − 2 do

3:

for each element of {(i, j)|i + j = k, 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ l − 1} do

4:

(u1 u0 ) ← xi · xj

5:

if (i < j) then

6:

(u1 u0 ) ← 2(u1 u0 ) (mod 22W )

7:

if 2(u1 u0 ) ∈ [0, 22W ) then

8:

else carry ← 1

9:

T2 ← T2 + carry

10:

T0 ← T0 + u0 (mod 2W )

11:

if T0 + u0 ∈ [0, 2W ) then

12:

else carry ← 1

13:

T1 ← T1 + u1 + carry (mod 2W )

14:

if (T1 + u1 + carry) ∈ [0, 2W ) then

15:

else carry ← 1

16:

T2 ← T2 + carry

17:

carry ← 0

zk ← T0 , T0 ← T1 , T1 ← T2 , T2 ← 0

18:

z2l−1 ← T0

19:

Return Z

carry ← 0
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carry ← 0

etc. The shape of these primes significantly reduce the computational cost of the
reduction which directly speedup the computation of the field multiplications. That’s
why one can find both in the literature and the standard bodies, the use of the special
primes. In this section, we discuss the reduction method of Barrett that is used for
arbitrary modulus p.
Barrett reduction is based on the idea of replacing the expensive divisions in reduction
by less-expensive operations but it does not take advantage of the shape of the prime
i.e. modulus. For positive integer Z and p, Barrett reduction computes Z mod p
as shown in Algorithm 6. The Barrett reduction is useful when many reductions
are performed with a single modulus p because one has to compute the expensive
modulus-dependent quantity bb2k /pc.
Algorithm 6 Barrett Reduction
Input: p, b ≥ 3, k = blogb pc + 1, Z ∈ [0, b2k ) and n = bb2k /pc
Output: Z mod p


1: q 0 ← bz/bk−1 c · n/bk+1
2:

r ← (z mod bk+1 ) − (q 0 · p mod bk+1 )

3:

if r < 0 then
r ← r + bk+1

4:
5:

while r ≥ p do
r ←r−p

6:
7:

Return r

2.2.5

Inversion

The multiplicative inverse of a nonzero element x in the prime field Fp is defined as
a unique (nonzero) element x−1 in Fp such that xx−1 = 1 in Fp . There are different
ways of computing x−1 and some of the techniques are discussed in this section. Note
that from here onwards by inversion we mean multiplicative inverse.
The extended Euclidean algorithm is the basic method of computing inversion. Actually, for any two positive integers a, b the algorithm computes au + bv = gcd(a, b)
where u, v are integers and gcd stands for greatest common divisor. So, in case of
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prime field for the inputs x, p we get xu + pv = 1 because x, p are co-prime. Which
implies that xu − 1 = pv or xu ≡ 1 (mod p). The computation of x−1 ∈ Fp using
extended Euclidean algorithms is shown in Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 Extended Euclidean Aglorithm for computing inversion in Fp
Input: x, p where x ∈ [1, p − 1] and p is prime
Output: x−1 mod p
1:

u1 ← 1, u2 ← 0, v1 ← a, v2 ← p

2:

while v1 6= 1 do

3:

q ← bv2 /v1 c

4:

r ← v2 − qv1 , s ← u2 − qu1

5:

v2 ← v1 , v1 ← r, u2 ← u1 , u1 ← s

6:

Return (u1 mod p)

Unfortunately, the extended Euclidean algorithm involves the computation of expensive divisions as shown in step 3 of the Algorithm 7. These expensive divisions are
replaced by cheaper shift and subtraction operations in the binary inversion algorithm.
Actually, the binary inversion algorithm is the extension of the binary gcd algorithm.
The Algorithm 8 shows how to compute inversion in Fp using the binary inversion
algorithm.
Fermat’s little theorem can also be used to compute inversion in Fp . According to
the theorem, for any nonzero element x ∈ Fp we have xp−1 ≡ 1 (mod p) which
implies that xxp−2 ≡ 1 (mod p). Hence, (xp−2 mod p) is the multiplicative inverse
of x in Fp . The most rudimentary and inefficient way of computing inversion in
Fp using Fermat’s little theorem is shown as Algorithm 9. The Algorithm 9 is just
for introduction and not recommended in implementation. Because it just performs
repeated multiplication and does not take advantage of the field squaring that are
computationally faster than field multiplication.
Unlike the other prime field operations, inversion is relatively very expensive. If
several inversions are required, then Montgomery’s trick of simultaneous inversion
is very useful. Because instead of computing several inversions separately, Montgomery’s trick compute only one inversion and some field multiplications. Now, the
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Algorithm 8 Binary Inversion Aglorithm for computing inversion in Fp
Input: x, p where a ∈ [1, p − 1] and p is prime
Output: x−1 mod p
1:

u1 ← 1, u2 ← 0, v1 ← a, v2 ← p

2:

while v1 6= 1 and v2 6= 1 do

3:

while v1 is even do

4:

v1 ← v1 /2

5:

if u1 is even then

6:

else u1 ← (u1 + p)/2

7:

while v2 is even do

8:

v2 ← v2 /2

9:

if u2 is even then

u2 ← u2 /2

else u2 ← (u2 + p)/2

10:
11:

u1 ← u1 /2

if v1 ≥ v2 then

12:

v1 ← v1 − v2 , u1 ← u1 − u2

13:

else v2 ← v2 − v1 , u2 ← u2 − u1

14:

if v1 = 1 then

return (u1 mod p)

15:

else return (u2 mod p)

Algorithm 9 Fermat’s little theorem for computing inversion in Fp
Input: x, p where x ∈ [1, p − 1] and p is prime
Output: xp−2 mod p
1:

u←x

2:

for i from 1 to p − 3 do

3:
4:

u ← ux mod p
Return u
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Algorithm 10 represents the computation of x−1
∈ Fp for i = 1, . . . , n using the
i
Montgomery’s trick.
Algorithm 10 Montgomery’s trick of simultaneous inversion in Fp
Input: Nonzero elements x1 , . . . , xn ∈ Fp and p is prime
−1
−1
Output: Nonzero elements x−1
1 , . . . , xn ∈ Fp such that xi xi ≡ 1 (mod p)

1:

y 1 ← x1

2:

for i from 2 to n do

3:

yi ← xi yi−1 mod p

4:

z ← yn−1 mod p

5:

for i from n downto 2 do

6:

x−1
i ← zyi−1 mod p

7:

z ← zxi mod p

8:

x1 ← z

9:

−1
Return (x−1
1 , . . . , xn )

So, the Algorithm 10 computes the inversion of n-element by performing one inversion and 3(n − 1) field multiplications. Also, (n + 1) field elements are required to
store the intermediate results.

2.3

Toeplitz Matrix-Vector Product (TMVP) using integers

A Toeplitz or diagonal-constant matrix is a matrix in which each descending diagonal
from left to right is constant. An example of n × n Toeplitz matrix is give below:


x0
x1 . . . . . . . . . xn−1


.
.
.
 x
x0 . . . . . . xn−2 
n




.
.
.
.
.
.

..
.. .. .. ..
.. 



..
.. 
.. .. .. ..

.
.
.
.
.
. 




..
... ... ...

.
x0 x1 


x2(n−1) . . . . . . . . . xn

x0

Toeplitz matrices have some great properties that can be exploited to achieve efficiency. The first-and-foremost property is that a Toeplitz matrix can be represented
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by the first row and the first column of it entries. Hence, it saves space/memory
in computer and one can use one-dimensional array as representation. It has also
the property that the splitting into sub-matrices, addition and subtraction of a Toeplitz
matrix result in Toeplitz matrix. One of the techniques for TMVP is to use the schoolbook matrix-vector product and for size n the arithmetic complexity is O(n2 ). In literature, there are better algorithms than the schoolbook. For example, a leading study
on this subject for multiplication over the binary field can be found in [21].
To exploit the properties of Toeplitz matrices — with integer entries — by using
the common expression, one should derive the TMVP formula(s) such that addition
is restricted to matrix entries. Because addition is both commutative and associative,
one can reuse the the result of the common expressions rather than recomputing them.
Moreover, there are more (Toeplitz) matrix entries than the vector which implies more
operations on matrix entries. Based on our 64-bit and 32-bit implementation we have
two scenarios.

2.3.1

Two-way Decomposition

For a TMVP of size 2 we have



where

x0 x1
x2 x0





×

P1 = x0 (y0 − y1 ),

y0
y1





=

P2 + P1
P3 − P1

P2 = (x1 + x0 )y1 ,




(2.1)

P3 = (x2 + x0 )y0 .

The total cost of (2.1) will be 3M + 3A + 2Ad where M is the cost of a single precision/word multiplication, A is the cost of a single precision/word addition and Ad is
the cost of a double precision/word addition. As compared to the schoolbook matrixvector product which requires 4M + 2Ad , (2.1) trades 1M for 3A. The recursive
application of 2.1 results in O(nlog2 3 ) complexity of multiplication. Note that we
have restricted the addition operation to matrix entries in order to exploit the common expressions at maximum. The concept of “exploiting the common expressions"
will become clear in the following chapters.
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2.3.2

Three-way Decomposition

For a TMVP of size 3 we have

x0 x1 x2

 x3 x 0 x 1

x4 x3 x 0
where





y0





P3 + P4 + P6



 
 

 ×  y1  =  P2 − P4 + P5 
 
 

y2
P1 − P2 − P3

(2.2)

P1 = (x4 + x3 + x0 )y0 , P2 = x3 (y0 − y1 ),
P3 = x0 (y0 − y2 ),

P4 = x1 (y1 − y2 ),

P5 = (x0 + x3 + x1 )y1 , P6 = (x2 + x0 + x1 )y2 .
Using the Pi for i = 1, . . . , 6 the total cost of (2.2) will be 6M + 8A + 6Ad where
M, A and Ad are same explained in previous section. The cost of single precision
addition is 8 because one can take common either (x3 + x0 ) between P1 and P5 or
(x0 + x1 ) between P5 and P6 . In theory, one can say that for all those machines
where the cost ratio of multiplication to addition is greater than or equal to 3 then this
observation is worth to try. For larger bitlength, we can use this technique recursively
and for size n it results in O(nlog3 6 ) complexity of multiplication which is better than
the schoolbook. Like (2.1), again the addition operation is restricted to matrix entries
in order to take advantage of the common expressions.

2.4

Prime shapes

In this section, we briefly introduce the different shapes/forms of primes that we find
in the ECC literature. The list may not be comprehensive but it does contain primes
that are considered to be the best choices in contemporary ECC.
• Mersenne Primes: The primes 2n − 1 where n is prime but every prime.
Mersenne primes are the best choice to compute the reduction operation (most)
efficiently in finite field. Because the reduction is performed by some field addition(s). The bitlength relevant to contemporary ECC leaves us with the only
choice of 2521 − 1.
• Crandall Primes (2k − c): These primes are a good alternative to the scarcity
of Mersenne primes for contemporary ECC and the reduction operation is not
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very expensive because c is normally taken as a small integer. Definitely, the
efficiency of Crandall primes is directely proportional to the smaller value of
c. These primes were introduced by Crandall [18]. These primes have been a
popular choice and some of the examples are 2255 − 19, 2414 − 17 etc.
• Special Montgomery Primes (2k c−1): These primes are mainly good in carry
propagation when packed-radix is used in implementation. As pointed out by
Hamburg in [25] that these primes are not a good choice for prime modulus
bitlength greater than 256. Because the vectorized and reduced-radix multiplication that are the efficient ways of implementing larger bitlength ECC. Both
these efficient techniques change the carry propagation.
• Goldilocks Prime (2448 − 2224 − 1): The prime was introduced by Hamburg
in [25] and has several advantages. It enables faster Karastuba multiplication
[28] when performed as modular multiplication by saving double-word additions/subtractions. The prime is equal suitable efficient implementation on 32and 64-bit platforms.
• Solinas Primes: These form of primes were introduced by Solinas in [35] and
they have become part of the NIST standards [27] for ECC. The primes are of
the form 2k − 2l ± · · · ± 1 where the exponents are 32-bit aligned. In other
words, these primes are good for 32-bit platforms using packed-radix and the
fewer coefficients imply faster reduction.

2.5

Elliptic Curve over Prime Field

An elliptic curve E over a prime field Fp — characteristic of the Fp is not equal to 2
and 3 — is a set
E(Fp ) = {(x, y) ∈ (Fp × Fp ) : y 2 = x3 + ax + b} ∪ {∞}
where a, b ∈ Fp and the discriminant of the curve is −16(4a3 + 27b2 ). It is required
for the elliptic curve that the discriminant of the curve should be nonzero. The point
at infinity ∞ is considered to be some infinite point far up the y-axis. The curve
equation form, y 2 = x3 + ax + b, is called short Weierstrass form. Actually, the
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set E(Fp ) with point addition operation forms a finite abelian group with ∞ as the
identity element. The group law is defined as follows
• Identity: For all P ∈ E(Fp ), P + ∞ = ∞ + P = P
• Negative: If P = (x, y) ∈ E(Fp ), then −P = (x, −y) ∈ E(Fp ) such that
P + (−P ) = (x, y) + (x, −y) = ∞.
• Point addition: If P = (x1 , y1 ) ∈ E(Fp ) and Q = (x2 , y2 ) ∈ E(Fp ) such that
P 6= ±Q, then P + Q = (x3 , y3 ) ∈ E(Fp ) is defined as follows
2

y2 − y1
− x1 − x2
x3 =
x2 − x1


y2 − y1
y3 =
(x1 − x3 ) − y1
x2 − x1
• Point doubling: If P = (x1 , y1 ) ∈ E(Fp ) and P 6= −P , then 2P = (x3 , y3 ) ∈
E(Fp ) is defined as follows
2
3x21 + a
x3 =
− 2x1
2y1

 2
3x1 + a
(x1 − x3 ) − y1
y3 =
2y1


2.6

Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem

The use of elliptic curve over finite fields to construct cryptosystems was proposed
independently by Neal Koblitz [29] and V. S. Miller [31]. The operations of publickey generation and shared-secret computation are the direct adaption of the popular
Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol [20] in ECC. Another important cryptosystem
based on elliptic curve is the digital signature. These operations are accomplished by
the scalar multiplication kP in ECC where k is an integer and P is a point on elliptic
curve.
Let’s discuss the public-key generation and shared-secret computation using the conventional example of Alice, Bob and Eve. Suppose P ∈ E(Fp ) is of prime order p0
and called standard base point. Alice and Bob secretly and independently select a random integer in [1, p0 − 1]. Let’s denote the secret integers of Alice and Bob by kA and
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kB , respectively. Alice computes her public key (point) QA = kA P and dispatches
it to Bob. Similarly, Bob computes his public key (point) QB = kB P and dispatches
it to Alice. Next, Alice and Bob compute the shared-secret (point) on their side as
S = kA QB and S = kB QA , respectively. Eve is intercepting all these traffics over
the insecure channel between Alice and Bob in order to spy on them. So, Eve knows
P, QA , QB and her challenge is to determine the secret integer kA or kB in order to
break the system. The problem of finding an integer k such that Q = kP is called
elliptic-curve discrete-logarithm problem (ECDLP) and the security of ECC relies on
the hardness of ECDLP.

2.7

Point representation

In Section 2.5, the point P = (x, y) ∈ E(Fp ) and curve equation are both given in
affine coordinates. Furthermore, the group law was also defined in terms of affine
coordinates. But one can also use the projective coordinates for E(Fp ) because there
is a 1−1 correspondence between the set of projective points and affine points. Unlike
an affine point, a projective point is represented as a triplet (X : Y : Z). Actually,
projective coordinates are very useful in accelerating the curve operations. Some of
the proposed projective coordinates are given below.

• Standard projective coordinates: The affine point (x, y) represents the projective point (X : Y : Z) with Z 6= 0 such that x = X/Z and y = Y /Z. In this
coordinates system, the elliptic curve equation becomes Y 2 Z = X 3 + aXZ 2 +
bZ 3 . The additive inverse or negative of (X : Y : Z) is (X : −Y : Z) and the
identity ∞ corresponds to (0 : 1 : 0).
• Jacobian coordinates: The affine point (x, y) represents the jacobian point (X :
Y : Z) with Z 6= 0 such that x = X/Z 2 and y = Y /Z 3 . So, the elliptic curve
equation becomes Y 2 = X 3 + aXZ 4 + bZ 6 . The negative of (X : Y : Z) is
(X : −Y : Z) and the identity ∞ corresponds to (1 : 1 : 0).
• Chudnovsky coordinates: The chudnovsky coordinates are redundant representation of jacobian coordinates so, the jocobian coordinates (X : Y : Z) with
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Z 6= 0 represents the chudnovsky coordinates (X : Y : Z : Z 2 : Z 3 ). This
coordinates system is also called Chudnovsky-Jacobian coordinates.
• Extended coordinates: The coordinates were introduced for twisted Edwards
curve using extended affine coordinates (x, y, t) where t = xy. The point
(x, y, t) corresponds to the extended point (X : Y : T : Z) with Z 6= 0
and T = XY /Z such that x = X/Z, y = Y /Z and t = T /Z. The negative of
(X : Y : T : Z) is (−X : Y : −T : Z) and the identity is (0 : 1 : 0 : 1). The
extended coordinates were introduced by Hisil et al. [26].
The purpose of these different coordinates system is to accelerate the point arithmetic
operations in order to have more efficient elliptic curve schemes. Bernstein and Lange
maintain a website [9], Explicit-Formulas Database (EFD), where on can find the
latest and efficient point arithmetic formulas in different forms of the curve using
different coordinate systems.
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CHAPTER 3

64-BIT RESIDUE MULTIPLICATION

Recall that for a prime number p there exist a finite field F of order p and the field
is denoted by Fp . In our case, the prime number p = 2521 − 1 and called 521-bit
Mersenne prime. Among the prime field operations, our objective is a new efficient
way of computing field multiplication in Fp . Our objective is also supported by Hankerson et al. in their book [19] that the performance of ECC depends heavily on the
speed of field multiplication. Hence, we use our residue multiplication to improve the
efficient computation of single-scalar multiplication.
In this chapter, we discuss in detail, our residue multiplication modulo p and the target
is 64-bit platforms. We present three versions of our 64-bit residue multiplication in
order to provide an extensive arithmetic cost comparison with respect to the other
well-known algorithms. We also discuss the implementation details and the timing
results to select the most efficient version of our algorithm in terms of clock cycles.

3.1

Residue multiplication using TMVP

Suppose X and Y are 521-bit integers and we want to compute Z ≡ XY (mod p)
where p = 2521 − 1. Clearly, a 521-bit integer cannot be represented as a single-word
on 64-bit computers. Therefore, one splits 521-bit integer in smaller chunks/limbs
using either packed-radix or reduced-radix. Like Granger and Scott [23], we use
the same reduced-radix representation because it is very suitable for this scenario.
The use of reduced-radix has shown interesting results and some of the examples are
[1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 16, 23, 25, 34]. Hence, we are computing residue multiplication
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modulo p on 64-bit computers using reduced-radix.
As performed in [23], the operands X, Y are split in nine limbs where each limb
comprises of at most 58-bit, stored in a 64-bit word. So, one can represent X, Y as
follows:
X = x0 + 258 x1 + 2116 x2 + 2174 x3 + 2232 x4 + 2290 x5 + 2348 x6 + 2406 x7 + 2464 x8
Y = y0 + 258 y1 + 2116 y2 + 2174 y3 + 2232 y4 + 2290 y5 + 2348 y6 + 2406 y7 + 2464 y8
Unlike [23], we take the limbs x8 and y8 as 57-bit. In other words, we are interested
to work with modulus p. Like [23], the choice of modulus 2p is open and in that
case, x8 and y8 are taken 58-bit. We believe modulus p is an efficient approach when
modular multiplication is performed thousands of times i.e. scalar multiplication in
ECC. Let Z = [z0 , z1 , z2 , z3 , z4 , z5 , z6 , z7 , z8 ] where
z0 = x0 y0 + 2(x8 y1 + x7 y2 + x6 y3 + x5 y4 + x4 y5 + x3 y6 + x2 y7 + x1 y8 ),
z1 = x1 y0 + x0 y1 + 2(x8 y2 + x7 y3 + x6 y4 + x5 y5 + x4 y6 + x3 y7 + x2 y8 ),
z2 = x2 y0 + x1 y1 + x0 y2 + 2(x8 y3 + x7 y4 + x6 y5 + x5 y6 + x4 y7 + x3 y8 ),
z3 = x3 y0 + x2 y1 + x1 y2 + x0 y3 + 2(x8 y4 + x7 y5 + x6 y6 + x5 y7 + x4 y8 ),
z4 = x4 y0 + x3 y1 + x2 y2 + x1 y3 + x0 y4 + 2(x8 y5 + x7 y6 + x6 y7 + x5 y8 ),

(3.1)

z5 = x5 y0 + x4 y1 + x3 y2 + x2 y3 + x1 y4 + x0 y5 + 2(x8 y6 + x7 y7 + x6 y8 ),
z6 = x6 y0 + x5 y1 + x4 y2 + x3 y3 + x2 y4 + x1 y5 + x0 y6 + 2(x8 y7 + x7 y8 ),
z7 = x7 y0 + x6 y1 + x5 y2 + x4 y3 + x3 y4 + x2 y5 + x1 y6 + x0 y7 + 2x8 y8 ,
z8 = x8 y0 + x7 y1 + x6 y2 + x5 y3 + x4 y4 + x3 y5 + x2 y6 + x1 y7 + x0 y8
The constant 2 in (3.1) appears as a result of the reduction and there are two important things that need to taken into account. Firstly, it should be guaranteed that the
maximum value of zi can not be greater than 2128 − 1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}. In other
words, overflow should be avoid in double-word (128-bit) to ensure the correctness
of the values. Secondly, each zi is a double-word and it contains the carry that should
be propagated to the next limb. We observed that the whole expressions in (3.1) can
be presented as a TMVP as shown in (3.2). One can compute the TMVP using the
schoolbook matrix-vector product method. Which results in the complexity of O(n2 )
multiplications for matrix-vector product of size n. There are efficient ways of computing TMVP other than the schoolbook method and one can find better algorithms
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in literature. For example, a leading study on this subject for multiplication over F2
can be found in [21].

x0 2x8 2x7 2x6

 x1 x0 2x8 2x7


 x2 x1 x0 2x8


 x3 x2 x1 x0


 x4 x3 x2 x1


 x5 x4 x3 x2

 x x
x4 x3
5
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 x7 x6 x5 x4

x8 x7 x6 x5

3.1.1
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x4 x3 x2 x1 x0
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y2 


y3 


y4 


y5 

y6 


y7 

y8

(3.2)

Proposed Technique

Since the size of the TMVP (3.2) is 9, therefore, one can apply the three-way decomposition (2.2) to decompose and compute (3.2) as follows:

 
 
X0 2X2 2X1
Y0
P 3 + P4 + P 6
 
 

 X1 X0 2X2  ×  Y1  =  P2 − P4 + P5

 
 
P 1 − P2 − P 3
X2 X1 X 0
Y2






where the sub-matrices Xi and the sub-vectors Yi are of size 3 for i = 0, 1, 2. Note
that the sub-matrices 2X2 and 2X1 provide the opportunity to exploit the common
expressions by simplifying the formulas in (2.2) as shown below.
P1 = (X2 + X1 + X0 )Y0 ,

P2 = X1 (Y0 − Y1 )

P3 = X0 (Y0 − Y2 ),

P4 = 2X2 (Y1 − Y2 )

P5 = (X0 + X1 + 2X2 )Y1 ,

P6 = (2(X2 + X1 ) + X0 )Y2 .

In this technique, we perform the schoolbook method when the size of matrix-vector
product becomes 3. From here onwards, we represent a Toeplitz matrix by its first
row and first column because by definition we know that the descending diagonal
entries from left to right are constant, therefore, we leave the other entries blank. So,
in a programming language a Toeplitz matrix can be presented by one-dimensional
array rather than two-dimensional array. Since we are working on a 64-bit computer,
therefore, in this chapter by single-word we mean 64-bit and double-word 128-bit.
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Computing P2 :
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Hence, the total arithmetic cost of the TMVP P2 is 9M + 3A + 6Ad .

Computing P4 :
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2x
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U9
2x8
Hence, the total arithmetic cost of the TMVP P4 is 9M + 3A + 6Ad + 5-shift where
the (left) shifts are due to multiplication of xi by 2 for i = 4, . . . , 8. Note that, some
of the elements of 2X2 appear in different places therefore, it is computed once and
used in different places.

Computing P3 :
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x0 2x8 2x7
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 ×  U5 
X0 (Y0 − Y2 ) = 
 x1
 

x2
U6
Where 2x8 and 2x7 have already been computed by P4 . Hence, the total arithmetic
cost of the TMVP P3 is 9M + 3A + 6Ad .
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Computing P1 :
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 ×  y1 
(X2 + X1 + X0 )Y0 = 
 S9
 

S10
y2
Again 2x8 and 2x7 are used but already computed by P4 . Hence, the total arithmetic
cost of the TMVP P1 is 9M + 10A + 6Ad .

Computing P6 : For the sub-matrices addition, we have
2(X2 + X1 ) + X0 = (X2 + X1 + X0 ) + (X2 + X1 )
and we have already computed both the parenthesized expressions on the right-hand
side so


S6


(X2 + X1 + X0 ) + (X2 + X1 ) = 
 S9
S10


S7 S8



S1 S2 S3

 
 +  S4
 
S5


S11 S12 S13

=
 S14
S15

S11 S12 S13

((X2 + X1 + X0 ) + (X2 + X1 ))Y2 = 
 S14
S15
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y6





 

 ×  y7 
 

y8

Hence, the total arithmetic cost of the TMVP P6 is 9M + 5A + 6Ad .

Computing P5 : Here, for the addition of sub-matrices one has to compute S16 =
S6 + f6 only. While the other four elements have already been computed i.e. two by
P1 and two by P6 as shown below


x0 + x3 2x8 + x2 2x7 + x1


(X0 + X1 ) + 2X2 = 
 x1 + x4
x2 + x5

S16 S15 S14

=
 S8
S7

S16 S15 S14

(X0 + X1 + 2X2 )Y1 = 
 S8
S7





2x6 2x5 2x4

 
 +  2x7
 
2x8














y3



 

 ×  y4 
 

y5

Hence, the total arithmetic cost of the TMVP P5 is 9M + 1A + 6Ad .

Final Computation: At last, we have to compute


P3 + P 4 + P6





 P2 − P 4 + P5 


P1 − P 2 − P3
where each Pi is a 3 × 1 vector and the elements are of double-word size so the total
arithmetic cost is 18Ad . Now, if we sum up all the costs, then the overall cost of the
whole technique is 54M + 25A + 54Ad + 5-shift.
Alternatively, one can take P1 = (X2 +(X1 +X0 ))Y0 , P5 = ((X0 +X1 )+2X2 )Y1 , P6 =
((2X2 + (X1 + X0 )) + X1 )Y2 where P2 , P3 , P4 remain unchanged and 2X2 is computed once. But we found the total arithmetic cost as 54M + 29A + 54Ad + 5-shift
which is more than the aforementioned technique.
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3.2

Algorithms and Comparison

The psuedocode of our proposed technique, discussed in detail in Section 3.1.1, is
presented as Algorithm 11. Our technique provides the freedom to compute Pi in
different ways so that one can achieve efficient implementation on the machine at
one’s disposal, for i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}. We introduce three versions of our algorithm to
achieve two objectives: extensive arithmetic cost comparison, and efficient implementation. To provide an extensive arithmetic cost comparison, we have computed
the total arithmetic cost of the three versions of our algorithm separately with respect
to its counterpart(s). The counterparts are based on using the well-known algorithms.
The objective of efficient implementation is achieved by testing the three versions of
our algorithm on 64-bit computer for clock cycles count. The three versions of our
algorithm are discussed in detail in the following sections and they are: (i) Hybrid
version, (ii) Recursive version, and (iii) Mixed version.

3.2.1

Residue Representation

In this section, we explain the representation of a residue modulo p using the same
idea as in [23]. As aforementioned, our work is directly based on modulus p, whereas
the modulus 2p was chosen in [23]. One can easily switch between modulus p and 2p
with some (minor) changes. Like [23], the residue representation is strictly followed
for the output coordinates of point addition and doubling routines. Likewise, the coordinates within the respective routines of point addition and doubling do not need to
follow the residue representation except for the output of the coordinate multiplication and squaring.
From our residue multiplication, we find through testing that if either of the inputs/operands (X or Y ) is 2521 − 2 and the other in [2521 − 17, 2521 − 2], then the
output limbs are in [0, 259 − 1] × [0, 258 − 1]7 × [0, 257 − 1]. The least significant limb
z0 and the most significant limb z8 are in [0, 259 − 1] and [0, 257 − 1], respectively.
For all the other residue values as inputs, carry propagation in our residue multiplication results in the unique residue modulo p. Hence, the output of our residue
multiplication is always in [0, 259 − 1] × [0, 258 − 1]7 × [0, 257 − 1]. Similarly, the
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selection of modulus p also requires changes in squaring algorithm. This time, we
find through testing that if the input is in [2521 − 5, 2521 − 2], then the output will be
in [0, 259 − 1] × [0, 258 − 1]7 × [0, 257 − 1].
Like [23], for the scalar mulitplication in ECC, the intermediate results are not fully
reduced to the unique residue in modulo p. Instead, the output coordinates of point
addition and doubling routines are ensured to be in [0, 259 −1]×[0, 258 −1]7 ×[0, 257 −
1] using the idea of short coefficient reduction (SCR) routine in [23].

3.2.2

Implementation Results

For the timing tests, we use Ubuntu 16.04 LTS on an Intel Pentium CPU G2010
@ 2.80GHz desktop machine with 4GB RAM and the Turbo Boost being disabled.
There are two cores and from BIOS one can change the number of cores. Therefore,
we have tested our programs both with one core and two cores. We find testing on
two cores a better choice especially in case of scalar multiplication in ECC.
We have implemented all the three versions of our residue multiplication in C language using GCC 5.3.1. For the clock cycles count, we use the technique proposed
by Paoloni in his white paper [32]. All the three versions of our algorithm are tested
on the same set of 103 (random) integers by calling the function twice in 103 iterations
loop. The values are read limb-by-limb from separate files for each operand. We find
164 as the minimum mean cycles count for the multiplication function, gmul(), of
Scott which is more than the report cycles of 155 in [23]. Although our interest is in
modulus p but we provide the timing results of our residue multiplication using both
modulus p and 2p.

3.2.2.1

Hybrid version

In this version, first we apply (2.2) for the matrix-vector decomposition to obtain Pi
for i = 1, . . . , 6 then use the schoolbook matrix-vector product to compute each Pi .
This version 1 is already explained in detail in Section 3.1.1 and the pseudo-code is
1

https://github.com/Shoukat-Ali/521-bit-Mersenne-Prime/blob/master/hybrid.c
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Algorithm 11 (Hybrid version) 64-bit residue Multiplication
Input: X = [x0 , . . . . . . , x8 ], Y = [y0 , . . . . . . , y8 ] ∈ [0, 259 − 1] × [0, 258 − 1]7 ×
[0, 257 − 1]
Output: Z = [z0 , . . . . . . , z8 ] ∈ [0, 259 −1]×[0, 258 −1]7 ×[0, 257 −1] where Z ≡ XY
(mod 2521 − 1)
T5 ← 2x8 ,

c ← 2x7 ,

T1 [0] ← y0 − y3 ,

T1 [3] ← 2x6 ,
T1 [1] ← y1 − y4 ,

T1 [4] ← 2x5
T1 [2] ← y2 − y5

P0 ← (x3 · T1 [0]) + (x2 · T1 [1]) + (x1 · T1 [2])
P1 ← (x4 · T1 [0]) + (x3 · T1 [1]) + (x2 · T1 [2])
P2 ← (x5 · T1 [0]) + (x4 · T1 [1]) + (x3 · T1 [2])
T1 [0] ← y3 − y6 ,

T1 [1] ← y4 − y7 ,

T1 [2] ← y5 − y8

P6 ← (T1 [3] · T1 [0]) + (T1 [4] · T1 [1]) + (2x4 · T1 [2])
P7 ← (c · T1 [0]) + (T1 [3] · T1 [1]) + (T1 [4] · T1 [2])
P8 ← (T5 · T1 [0]) + (c · T1 [1]) + (T1 [3] · T1 [2])
T1 [0] ← y0 − y6 ,

T1 [1] ← y1 − y7 ,

T1 [2] ← y2 − y8

P3 ← (x0 · T1 [0]) + (T5 · T1 [1]) + (c · T1 [2])
P4 ← (x1 · T1 [0]) + (x0 · T1 [1]) + (T5 · T1 [2])
P5 ← (x2 · T1 [0]) + (x1 · T1 [1]) + (x0 · T1 [2])
T6 [0] ← x4 + x1 ,

T6 [1] ← x5 + x2 ,

T6 [3] ← x7 + x4 ,

T6 [4] ← x8 + x5

T1 [0] ← T6 [0] + c,

T1 [1] ← T6 [1] + T5 ,

T1 [3] ← T6 [3] + x1 ,

T1 [4] ← T6 [4] + x2

T6 [0] ← T1 [0] + T6 [0],

T6 [1] ← T1 [1] + T6 [1],

T6 [3] ← T1 [3] + T6 [3],

T6 [4] ← T1 [4] + T6 [4]

T6 [2] ← x6 + x3
T1 [2] ← T6 [2] + x0
T6 [2] ← T1 [2] + T6 [2]

T5 ← T1 [2] + x6
C ← (T1 [2] · y2 ) + (T1 [3] · y1 ) + (T1 [4] · y0 ) − P2 − P5
c ← C mod 257
C ← (T6 [0] · y8 ) + (T6 [1] · y7 ) + (T6 [2] · y6 ) + P3 + P6 + (C » 57)
z0 ← C mod 258
C ← (T6 [1] · y8 ) + (T6 [2] · y7 ) + (T6 [3] · y6 ) + P4 + P7 + (C » 58)
z1 ← C mod 258
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Algorithm 12 (Hybrid version) 64-bit residue Multiplication: Continued
C ← (T6 [2] · y8 ) + (T6 [3] · y7 ) + (T6 [4] · y6 ) + P5 + P8 + (C » 58)
z2 ← C mod 258
C ← (T6 [3] · y5 ) + (T6 [4] · y4 ) + (T5 · y3 ) + P0 − P6 + (C » 58)
z3 ← C mod 258
C ← (T6 [4] · y5 ) + (T5 · y4 ) + (T1 [0] · y3 ) + P1 − P7 + (C » 58)
z4 ← C mod 258
C ← (T5 · y5 ) + (T1 [0] · y4 ) + (T1 [1] · y3 ) + P2 − P8 + (C » 58)
z5 ← C mod 258
C ← (T1 [0] · y2 ) + (T1 [1] · y1 ) + (T1 [2] · y0 ) − P0 − P3 + (C » 58);
z6 ← C mod 258
C ← (T1 [1] · y2 ) + (T1 [2] · y1 ) + (T1 [3] · y0 ) − P1 − P4 + (C » 58)
z7 ← C mod 258
c ← c + (C » 58)
z8 ← c mod 257
z0 ← z0 + (c » 57)
Return Z
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given as Algorithm 11. After testing and running multiple times we find the minimum
mean clock cycles count as 179 and 181 at -O3 for modulus p and 2p respectively.

3.2.2.2

Mixed version

Rather applying (2.2) individually on each Pi for i = 1, . . . , 6 one can further exploit
the formula to find the common expressions (having same result) on the matrix elements of Pi . Unfortunately, the vectors do not have common expressions. Which
implies that one has to exploit the P2,i for i = 1, 5, 6 where P2,i represent the Pi when
(2.2) is applied the second time or call it level-2. From (2.2), we know that within
a Pi there is one intra-common expression — involving two elements — between
two P2,i and therefore, one has to exploit the third one for inter-common expression with other Pi . For example, for P2 we have P2,1 = (x3 + x4 + x5 )U1 , P2,5 =
(x2 + x3 + x4 )U2 , P2,6 = (x1 + x2 + x3 )U3 and by taking x3 + x4 as intra-common,
leaves x1 + x2 + x3 for inter-common.
The total number of single-word addition can be reduced if one finds inter-common
expression among more than two Pi for i = 1, . . . , 6. However, in this particular
case we find commonality between two Pi only. There are two candidate groups
{P2 , P3 , P4 } and {P1 , P5 , P6 } for inter-common expression. In our implementation,
we have taken {P2 , P3 } and {P5 , P6 } for applying (2.2) at second level to exploit
the inter-common expression while using schoolbook for P4 and P1 . Instead of two
Pi one may take either {P2 , P3 , P4 } or {P1 , P5 , P6 } for inter-common expression but
that will not reduce the total number of single-word addition because there is no intercommon expression among more than two Pi . Since at level-2 all the elements of the
Toeplitz sub-matrix are independent therefore, it is impossible to find inter-common
expression involving more than two matrix elements.
Based on the arithmetic cost, we have tested three implementations of this version:
(i) computing P2 , P3 , P4 by applying (2.2) through a function call, (ii) in-lining the
computation of P2 , P3 , P4 rather making a separate call, and (iii) computing P2 , P3
and P5 , P6 through function calls as discussed above. We find (ii) as the optimal
implementation
2

2

and the minimum mean cycles count as 195 and 197 at -O3 for

https://github.com/Shoukat-Ali/521-bit-Mersenne-Prime/blob/master/mixed_inline.c
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modulus p and 2p respectively.

3.2.2.3

Recursive version

Instead of applying schoolbook to compute Pi for i = 1, . . . , 6 when the TMVP size
becomes 3, one may re-apply (2.2). For this version, we have tested three implementations: (i) function calls, (ii) in-lining rather than making calls, and (iii) using the
Mixed version exploitation for {P2 , P3 } and {P5 , P6 } where P1 , P4 are computed by
additional function calls. Note that (iii) is implemented differently from the Mixed
version. Also, for all Pi we apply (2.2) no matter how the inter-common expressions
are exploited. We find (i) as the optimal implementation

3

and the minimum mean

cycles count as 193 and 194 at -O3 for modulus p and 2p respectively.

3.2.3

Arithmetic Cost Comparison

In the earlier sections, we discussed the three versions of our residue multiplication
and provided their respective timing results. Now, in this section, we provide the
arithmetic cost of each version of our residue multiplication along with its counterpart(s) by using the well-known algorithms. The objective is twofold: firstly, to provide an extensive arithmetic cost comparison; and secondly, to show the robustness
of our residue multiplication modulo 521-bit Mersenne prime on 64-bit platforms.
Since the number of limbs is nine, therefore, the algorithms of Karatusba 3-way and
Toom-Cook (or Toom-3) are good candidates in this situation. We have selected the
Karatsuba 3-way formula defined by Weimerskirch and Paar in [36]. Similarly, for
the Toom-3, we have selected the optimized formula of Bodrato in [12]. We did not
find the recursive version of Toom-3 useful for two reasons: (i) the trading of 4M
for 18A plus some shifts and a division by 3 is not good at this situation, and (ii) we
could not find any common expression(s) between the two levels.
We find the arithmetic cost of each selected algorithm as provided in Table 3.1 and
the cost of shifts, division by small constant(s) and carry propagation are precluded.
Because we did not find the precluded costs very significant. The arithmetic cost of
3

https://github.com/Shoukat-Ali/521-bit-Mersenne-Prime/blob/master/recursive_v1.c
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Table 3.1: Number of operations for modular multiplication, 1 the cost of MUL algorithm, 2 the cost of the optimal implementation in terms of cycles count
Technique
Karatsuba 3-way recursive [36]
Recursive version2 (this chapter)
Toom-3 plus Schoolbook [12]
Granger-Scott1 [23]
Mixed version2 (this chapter)
Karatsuba 3-way plus Schoolbook [36]
Hybrid version (this chapter)

Arithmetic cost
36M + 54A + 93Ad
36M + 73A + 54Ad
45M + 30A + 76Ad
45M + 72A + 52Ad
45M + 48A + 54Ad
54M + 18A + 75Ad
54M + 25A + 54Ad

all the algorithms in Table 3.1 include the cost of reduction operation. It is evident
from the Table 3.1 that each version of our residue multiplication has lesser arithmetic
cost than its counterpart(s) for residue multiplication modulo 521-bit Mersenne prime
on 64-bit platform.
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CHAPTER 4

32-BIT RESIDUE MULTIPLICATION

In the last chapter, we discussed in detail our 64-bit residue multiplication modulo
521-bit Mersenne prime and by following the same TMVP approach on 32-bit platforms, the new size of TMVP becomes double and the bit-length of the its entries is
reduced by half. But these changes in sizes — the size of TMVP and its entries on
32-bit platform — bring different challenges that directly affect the arithmetic cost
and timing result. Unlike the 64-bit residue multiplication, the free bit space in 32-bit
word of a limb shrinks and as a result the number of single-word operations reduces
in order to avoid overflow. In other words, overflow is avoided at the cost of efficiency
in arithmetic cost and timing result. Our objective of speeding up the computation of
single-scalar multiplication using our residue multiplication is also affected by the
changes in sizes and the related issues are discussed in detail in Section 5.4.
In this Chapter, we discuss in detail our three techniques to perform residue multiplication modulo 521-bit Mersenne prime on 32-bit platforms. Unlike the 64-bit
residue multiplication, this time we work only in modulus p = 2521 − 1. We also
discuss our strategies of dealing with the challenges that arise due to the change in
the size of the TMVP and its entries. For the implementation result, we find the size
6 as the cross-over point between the schoolbook and TMVP. The comparison of our
three techniques to other algorithms with respect to the arithmetic cost and the timing
results are provided in this chapter. Lastly, based on the timing results of our techniques, we select the one with the least number of clock cycles count and provide the
worst-case bitlength analysis to show that overflow can not occur in that technique.
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4.1

Residue multiplication using TMVP

Recall that X and Y are 521-bit integers and we want to compute Z ≡ XY (mod p)
where p = 2521 − 1. Our 64-bit residue multiplication implies that on 32-bit platforms
the number of limbs will become double and the bitlength of the limbs will reduce by
half. In other words, for 32-bit implementation we have 18-limb such that each limb
can be at most 29-bit, as shown below.
X = x0 + 229 x1 + 258 x2 + · · · + 2464 x16 + 2493 x17
Y = y0 + 229 y1 + 258 y2 + · · · + 2464 y16 + 2493 y17
The limbs x17 and y17 are 28-bit and again we take the modulus p = 2521 − 1. In this
case, the TMVP is given in Fig. 4.1. Since 18 is a multiple of 2 and 3, both (2.1) and
(2.2) are applicable but there are challenges in the form of overflow and efficiency.
As pointed out by Scott in [33], to ensure numerical stability on 32-bit computers
the reduced-radix representation is useful when the limbs size are at most 29-bit.
Unfortunately, in our case the size of the entries of the Toeplitz matrix becomes 30-bit
because of the constant 2 as a result of the reduction as shown in Fig. 4.1. Moreover,
the large number of limbs makes things challenging and perplexing due to overflow.
Therefore, one must avoid overflow not only in single-word (32-bit) but also in the
double-word (64-bit) otherwise, the result is not correct.
Since (2.1) and (2.2) are both applicable to TMVP in Fig. 4.1, we find three techniques with different arithmetic costs. It’s not just the arithmetic cost that we are
interested in but also the timing result. Therefore, we discuss the three techniques
in detail by providing their arithmetic costs and timing results. We select the one
with minimum clock cycles count and show that the technique does not cause overflow using the worst-case analysis. Moreover, the chosen technique is used in the
implementation of the scalar multiplication on 32-bit platforms.

4.2

Technique-1

Our most efficient technique is based on the idea of applying (2.2) to TMVP in Fig.
4.1 followed by (2.1) where possible. So, at level-1 we apply (2.2) which results in
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Figure 4.1: TMVP of size 18 for 32-bit implementation
six TMVP of size 6, called Pi for i = 1, . . . , 6, such that half of them are eligible
for the application of (2.1) at level-2. Because application of (2.1) requires at least
one-bit space and the matrix entries of P2 , P3 and P4 are 30-, 31- and 31-bit signed
integer at the worst-case, respectively. The decision to use either the schoolbook or
a TMVP variant for size 6 is driven by our timing results. So, the cross-over point
between the schoolbook and TMVP variants of size 6 is discussed in detail in Section
4.5.1. Hence, we have designed our residue multiplication based on the arithmetic
and timing results. The technique is discussed in detail in the next section.

4.2.1

Level-1

By using (2.2) the Fig. 4.1 can be represented as follows:


X0 2X2 2X1


 X1

X2

X0
X1





Y0





P 3 + P4 + P 6



 
 


 

2X2 
 ×  Y 1  =  P 2 − P4 + P 5 
P 1 − P2 − P 3
X0
Y2
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where

P1 = (X2 + X1 + X0 )Y0 ,

P2 = X1 (Y0 − Y1 ),

P3 = X0 (Y0 − Y2 ),

P4 = 2X2 (Y1 − Y2 ),

P5 = (X0 + X1 + 2X2 )Y1 , P6 = (2(X2 + X1 ) + X0 )Y2 .
The sub-matrices Xi for i ∈ {0, 1, 2} are of size 6 × 6 and contain (some) common
elements, whereas, the vectors Yi are of size 6 × 1. Again, we represent a Toeplitz
matrix by first row and first column.
Computing P2 :







Y0 − Y1 = 






y0



y1

 
 
 
 
 
 
−
 
 
 
 
 

y2
y3
y4
y5



y6




y7 


y8 

=
y9 


y10 

y11















U0



U1














U2
U3
U4

U5
| {z }

30-bit signed

The size of the matrix entries of P2 is 29-bit unsigned but we take it as 30-bit signed
integer. Still, P2 is a good candidate for level-2 computation because of the two-bit
free space. So, neither the matrix nor the vector entries will cause overflow in singleand double-word. Hence, the arithmetic cost of this vector computation is 6A.
Computing P4 :







Y1 − Y2 = 






y6





 

y7 
 
 

y8 
 
−

y9 
 
 

y10 
 
y11

y12





y13







=



















y14
y15
y16
y17

U6




U7 


U8 


U9 


U10 

U11
| {z }

30-bit signed

We have to also compute 2X2 = {2x7 , 2x8 , . . . , 2x17 } and as a result we take the size
of the matrix entries of P4 as 31-bit signed integer at the worst-case. But still we have
one-bit free space, therefore, P4 is eligible for level-2 computation without causing
overflow. Hence, the arithmetic cost of these operations is 6A + 11-shift.
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Computing P3 :








Y0 − Y2 = 






y0



y1

 
 
 
 
 
 
−
 
 
 
 
 

y2
y3
y4
y5



y12





y13







=



















y14
y15
y16
y17
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U13














U14
U15
U16

U17
| {z }

30-bit signed

The lower triangular part of the matrix of P3 consists of 29-bit entries while the rest
of the entries are 30-bit unsigned integer. At the worst-case, we consider the matrix
entries as 31-bit signed integer. Like P4 , we have one-bit free space and a candidate
for level-2 computation. Note that some of the matrix entries of P3 are found in 2X2 .
Instead of re-computation, we reuse the computed values. Hence, the arithmetic cost
of this vector computation is 6A.
Computing P1 :



x6







C 1 = X1 + X2 = 






x7
x9
x10
x11
S1







=






S7





 
 
 
 
 
 
+
 
 
 
 
 

x8



|

x5 x4 x3 x2 x1

S2 S3 S4 S5 S6















S8
S9
S10
S11
{z

30-bit unsigned
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}
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C 2 = C 1 + X0 = 
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C 2 × Y0 = 
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S18
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S22

y0




y1 


y2 


y3 


y4 

y5

At the worst-case, the size of the matrix entries is 31-bit unsigned or 32-bit signed
integer. We exploit P1 for level-2 computation which results in multiplication of
signed by unsigned integer. Unfortunately, in our pure C-implementation we find
mixed-sign multiplication inefficient. We also used the strategies of type casting to
avoid mixed-sign multiplication but still the timing results are not good. Although the
application of (2.1) to compute P1 at level-2 is efficient in terms of arithmetic cost,
our timing results are not good. Hence, we compute P1 using the schoolbook at this
level and the total arithmetic cost will be 36M + 22A + 30Ad .
Computing P6 : We have

2(X2 + X1 ) + X0 = (X2 + X1 + X0 ) + (X2 + X1 ) = C2 + C1
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then







C2 + C 1 = 
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(C2 + C1 ) × Y2 = 
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The size of the matrix entries will be 32-bit unsigned at the worst-case. Therefore,
we compute P6 using the schoolbook at this level. Hence, the total arithmetic cost of
computing P6 is 36M + 11A + 30Ad .
Computing P5 :







X0 +X1 = 






x0 2x17 2x16 2x15 2x14 2x13

 

x6

x1

 
 
 
 
 
 
+
 
 
 
 
 

x7

x2
x3
x4
x5
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x8
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x 1 + x7

2x17 + x5 2x16 + x4 2x15 + x3 2x14 + x2 2x13 + x1
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From the computation of P1 and P6 , we already know that the matrix entries S13 to
S17 and S29 to S33 are 31- and 32-bit unsigned, respectively. At the worst-case, the
entry S12 + x12 is 32-bit unsigned. So, we P5 using the schoolbook at this level.
Hence, the total arithmetic cost of computing P5 is 36M + 1A + 30Ad .
Final Computation: Note that P2 , P3 and P4 are not fully computed yet and once all
the Pi for i = 1, . . . , 6 are computed then we have to compute


P 3 + P4 + P6





 P2 − P4 + P 5 


P1 − P2 − P 3
where each Pi is a double-word vector of size 6. Hence, the arithmetic cost of this
final computation is 36Ad .
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4.2.2

Level-2

There are three calls from level-1 to compute TMVP of size 6 at this level. From
the arithmetic cost and (our) timing results, it is evident that (2.1) is efficient than the
schoolbook by using its proper variant. The further details are given in Section 4.5.1.
The application of (2.1) results in three TMVP of size 3. By the worst-case bitlength
analysis, P4 is an ideal candidate to take into account. So, we have
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=
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P4,1 = X0 (Y0 − Y1 ),

U11
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P4,2 + P4,1
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Computing P4,1 :
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Hence, the total arithmetic cost of P4,1 is 9M + 3A + 6Ad .
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P4,2 = (X1 + X0 )Y1 ,

P4,3 = (X2 + X0 )Y0





Computing P4,2 :
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32-bit signed
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Hence, the total arithmetic cost of P4,2 is 9M + 5A + 6Ad .
Computing P4,3 :
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Note that the entries T4 and T5 are already computed by P4,2 . Hence, the total arithmetic cost of P4,3 is 9M + 3A + 6Ad .
Final Computation: Finally, we have to compute P4,2 + P4,1 and P4,3 − P4,1 where
each P4,i is a vector of size 3 for i = 1, 2, 3. Hence, the arithmetic cost of this final
computation is 6Ad .

4.2.3

Overall Cost

At level-1, the arithmetic costs are: P2 and P3 are each 6A, P4 is 6A + 11-shift,
P1 is 36M + 22A + 30Ad , P6 is 36M + 11A + 30Ad , P5 is 36M + 1A + 30Ad
and the final computation step is 36Ad . So, the total arithmetic cost of level-1 is
108M+52A+126Ad +11-shift. There are three calls to level-2 so, the total arithmetic

cost of level-2 is 3 27M+11A+24Ad = 81M+33A+72Ad . Hence, the overall cost
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of our residue multiplication for 32-bit platforms is 189M+85A+198Ad +11-shift =
189M + 481A + 11-shift. Note that we are taking 1Ad = 2A.

4.3

Technique-2 and Technique-3

The two techniques that we discuss in this section are based on the idea of applying
(2.1) to the TMVP in Fig. 4.1 followed by (2.2) and some tricks where (2.2) is not
directly applicable. If we apply (2.1) straightaway, then it is not a good approach at
all. Because the application of (2.1) at level-1 results in three TMVP of size 9 that
are P1 , P2 and P3 . Clearly, the matrix entries of P1 , P2 and P3 differ in sizes but
for the sake of simplicity and the worst-case, we take the largest size. So, the matrix
entries of P1 , P2 and P3 will be at most 30-, 31- and 31-bit unsigned/non-negative
integer, respectively. It is evident from [1, 23, 33] that in a pure C-implementation —
no intrinsics and SIMD/assembly instructions — the schoolbook is not efficient for
matrix-vector product of size 9 or polynomials product of degree 8. So, if we apply
(2.2) at level-2, then only P1 is eligible because there are two-bit space in 32-bit word
while P2 and P3 do not have enough free space to avoid overflow. We didn’t find it
efficient to exploit the fact that the matrix entries of P1 , P2 and P3 are not the same
bitlength. Does it mean a dead end? No, there is a way out and the better approach is
to exploit the structure of Fig. 4.1 by applying (2.1) as follows.



where

X0 2X1
X1

X0





×

Y0
Y1





=

P1 = (X0 + X1 )Y0 ,

P 1 + P3
P 1 + P2




P2 = X0 (Y1 − Y0 )

P3 = X1 (Y1 + (Y1 − Y0 )).
The (Toeplitz) sub-matrices Xi for i = 0, 1 are of size 9 × 9 and contain (some)
common elements, whereas, the vectors Yi are of size 9 × 1. The application of (2.2)
at level-2 seems to be smooth for the computation of P2 and P3 because there is no
danger of overflow. So, the arithmetic cost of P2 and P3 at level-1 is each 9A. On the
other hand, the computation of P1 is tricky because the size of the (Toeplitz) matrix
entries of X0 + X1 is 30- and 31-bit unsigned. So, our two techniques differ in how
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we compute P1 and suppose at level-1 the P1 is


S1











P1 = 










S10

S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
×
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17

where

y0




y1 


y2 


y3 


y4 


y5 

y6 


y7 

y8

S 1 = x 0 + x9 ,

S2 = 2x17 + x8 ,

S3 = 2x16 + x7 ,

S4 = 2x15 + x6 ,

S5 = 2x14 + x5 ,

S6 = 2x13 + x4 ,

S7 = 2x12 + x3 ,

S8 = 2x11 + x2 ,

S9 = 2x10 + x1 ,

S10 = x1 + x10 ,

S11 = x2 + x11 ,

S12 = x3 + x12 ,

S13 = x4 + x13 ,

S14 = x5 + x14 ,

S15 = x6 + x15 ,

S16 = x7 + x16 ,

S17 = x8 + x17 .

The total cost of computing S1 to S17 is 17A + 8-shift. The size of the matrix entries
S1 and S10 to S17 are 30-bit unsigned while the size of S2 to S9 is 31-bit unsigned
at the worst-case. In our residue representation x0 is at most 30-bit unsigned which
implies that we take the size of S1 to S9 as 31-bit unsigned. Now, it’s time to discuss
the two techniques of computing P1 .

4.3.1

Technique-2

Let’s compute P1 using (2.2) at level-2 and handle the overflow where it arises. So,
we have


X 0 X1 X2





Y0





P1,3 + P1,4 + P1,6




 
 

 X3 X0 X1  ×  Y1  =  P1,2 − P1,4 + P1,5 

 
 

X4 X3 X0
Y2
P1,1 − P1,2 − P1,3
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where

P1,1 = (X4 + X3 + X0 )Y0 ,

P1,2 = X3 (Y0 − Y1 ),

P1,3 = X0 (Y0 − Y2 ),

P1,4 = X1 (Y1 − Y2 ),

P1,5 = (X0 + X3 + X1 )Y1 ,

P1,6 = (X2 + X0 + X1 )Y2 .

The sub-matrices Xi for i ∈ {0, 1, 2} are of size 3 × 3 and contain (some) common
elements, whereas, the vectors Yi are of size 3 × 1. Like our 64-bit residue multiplication we use the schoolbook for TMVP of size 3 which implies that the total arithmetic

cost of P1,2 , P1,3 and P1,4 is 3 9M + 3A + 6Ad .
Computing P1,1 :


S12 S11 S10


X3 + X 0 = 
 S13
S14

S15 S14 S13

X4 + (X3 + X0 ) = 
 S16
S17

S23 S24 S25

(X2 + X1 + X0 )Y0 = 
 S26
S27
|
{z

32-bit unsigned
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S2 S3







S18 S19 S20

 
 

 +  S10
 =  S21

 
 

S11
S22
 
 

S18 S19 S20
S23 S24 S25
 
 

 +  S21
 =  S26

 
 

S22
S27
 

y0
 

 ×  y1 
 

y2
}

The value of S23 , S24 and S25 can be at most 7(229 − 1) and the value of S26 and S27
can be at most 6(229 − 1). In other words, the size of the matrix entries is at most
32-bit unsigned. Hence, the total arithmetic cost of P1,1 is 9M + 10A + 6Ad .
Computing P1,5 :


S18 S19 S20


(X3 + X0 ) + X1 = 
 S21
S22

S28 S29 S30

(X3 + X0 + X1 )Y1 = 
 S31
S32
{z
|

32-bit unsigned





S4 S5 S6

 
 +  S3
 
S2

 
y3

 
 ×  y4 

 
y5
}





S28 S29 S30

 
 =  S31
 
S32






The value of S28 , S29 and S30 can be at most 8(229 − 1) and the value of S31 and S32
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can be at most 7(229 − 1). In other words, the size of the matrix entries is at most
32-bit unsigned. Hence, the total arithmetic cost of P1,5 is 9M + 5A + 6Ad .
Computing P1,6 : The upper triangular matrix entries of the result of X0 + X1 + X2
causes overflow in 32-bit word. Therefore, to avoid the overflow we compute P1,6 as
follows


=


(S1 + S4 )y6 + S7 y6 +(S2 + S5 )y7 + S8 y7 +(S3 + S6 )y8 + S9 y8
S30 y6
S29 y6




+(S1 + S4 )y7 + S7 y7 +(S2 + S5 )y8 + S8 y8 

+S30 y7
+(S1 + S4 )y8 + S7 y8

Hence, the total arithmetic cost of P1,6 is 15M + 3A + 12Ad . Note that we are not
recomputing the common expression just like before.
Final Computation: At last, we have to compute

P1,3 + P1,4 + P1,6

 P1,2 − P1,4 + P1,5

P1,1 − P1,2 − P1,3






where each P1,i for i = 1, . . . , 6 is a 3 × 1 vector and the elements are of doubleword size so the total cost is 18Ad . Hence, the total arithmetic cost of P1 at level-2 is

3 9M+3A+6Ad +9M+10A+6Ad +9M+5A+6Ad +15M+3A+12Ad +18Ad =
60M + 27A + 60Ad .

4.3.1.1

Overall Cost

From the computation of P1 using (2.2) at level-2, it is easy to conceive that the total

arithmetic cost of P2 and P3 at level-2 is 2 54M + 30A + 54Ad = 108M + 60A +
108Ad . Then the total arithmetic cost of the computation at level-2 and level-1 is
168M + 87A + 168Ad and 35A + 18Ad , respectively, precluding the negligible cost
of shift operation. Thus, the overall cost is 168M + 122A + 186Ad = 168M + 494A.

4.3.2

Technique-3

From Technique-2, it is evident that the use of (2.2) to compute P1 results in many
(inefficient) mixed-sign multiplications e.g. the computation of P1,1 , P1,5 and P1,6 .
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Therefore, our technique-2 is based on the idea of reducing the number of mixedsign multiplications and have minimum increase in the arithmetic cost. Definitely,
the number of multiplications will be more than the technique-1. From Section 4.5.1,
it is clear that we have size 6 as the cross-over point between the schoolbook and a
TMVP variant. Therefore, we compute P1 by decomposing it, shown by dotted lines,
in such a way that we have a TMVP of size 6 as shown below.
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The first, second and third row of P1 are (fully) computed by sum of products while
the rest are computed as sum of the result of the TMVP of size 6 and sum of the
products of the other entries in that respective row. So, the total arithmetic cost of the
first, second and third row is 27M + 24Ad . On the other hand, the total arithmetic cost
of the partial results of the fourth to ninth row is 18M + 12Ad precluding the cost of
the TMVP of size 6. Finally, the TMVP of size 6 is computed using (2.1) followed by
the schoolbook because it results in the cross-over point between the schoolbook and
TMVP. For further details, see Section 4.5.1. Hence, the TMVP of size 6 is computed
as follows.
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0
0
P1,2
+ P1,1
0
0
P1,3
− P1,1

y0




y1 


y2 


y3 


y4 

y5



where

0
= X0 (Y0 − Y1 ),
P1,1

0
= (X1 + X0 )Y1 ,
P1,2

0
P1,3
= (X2 + X0 )Y0 .

The (Toeplitz) sub-matrices Xi for i ∈ {0, 1, 2} are of size 3 × 3 and contain (some)
common elements, whereas, the vectors Yi are of size 3 × 1. Note that, at the worstcase, the entries of X0 and X2 are 30-bit unsigned while the upper triangular matrix
entries of X1 are 31-bit unsigned.
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Hence, the total arithmetic cost of P1,1
is 9M + 3A + 6Ad .
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Computing P1,2
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By the worst-case, T1 , T2 and T3 are 32-bit unsigned while T4 and T5 are 31-bit unsigned.
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Hence, the total arithmetic cost of P1,2
is 9M + 5A + 6Ad .
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Computing P1,3
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T6 T5 T4


 T7
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32-bit signed
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0
. Hence, the total arithNote that the entries T4 and T5 are already computed by P1,2

metic cost of P4,3 is 9M + 3A + 6Ad .
0
0
0
0
Final Computation: Finally, we have to compute P1,2
+ P1,1
and P1,3
− P1,1
where
0
each P1,i
is a vector of size 3 for i = 1, 2, 3. So, the arithmetic cost of these operations

is 6Ad . The result of P10 needs to be added to the partial result of the fourth to ninth
row of (original) P1 and the arithmetic cost of this operation is 6Ad .
Hence, the total arithmetic cost of computing P1 using technique-3 is 27M + 24Ad +
18M + 12Ad + 9M + 3A + 6Ad + 9M + 5A + 6Ad + 9M + 3A + 6Ad + 12Ad =
72M + 11A + 66Ad .

4.3.2.1

Overall Cost

Like before, P2 and P3 are computed using (2.2) at level-2 and the total arithmetic

cost is 2 54M + 30A + 54Ad = 108M + 60A + 108Ad . Then the total arithmetic
cost of the computation at level-2 and level-1 is 180M+71A+174Ad and 35A+18Ad ,
respectively, precluding the negligible cost of shift operation. Thus, the overall cost
is 180M + 106A + 192Ad = 180M + 490A.

4.4

Residue Representation

From the timing results of both the residue and scalar multiplication in [1], it can be
deduced that modulus p is efficient than 2p. Therefore, we use modulus p and the
same strategy of residue representation as the one employed in [1, 23]. In case of 32bit implementation, the bitlength of the limbs is half of that 64-bit implementation.
Therefore, for 32-bit residue multiplication and squaring, the input and output range
of the limbs are [0, 229 +27 −2]×[0, 229 −1]16 ×[0, 228 −1] where the least significant
limb is in [0, 229 + 27 − 2] and the most significant limb is in [0, 228 − 1]. Hence, the
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size of the least significant limbs x0 and y0 are at most 30-bit.
In case of 64-bit residue multiplication, overflow can be disregarded in spite of using
different residue representation e.g. [1, 23]. Because there are 9-limb and enough bit
space in single- and double-word to avoid overflow comfortably. But the situation is
more challenging for our 32-bit residue multiplication techniques. Instead of proving
that overflow does not occur in single- and double-word using all our techniques, we
show the proof for our most efficient technique, minimum clock cycles count, on our
machine. It is not a restriction that proof should be provided for the most efficient
technique but we are doing it for the sake of simplicity. Definitely, the most efficient
technique is determined by timing test.

4.5

Comparisons, Implementation and Testing Environment

In this section, to the best of our knowledge, we compare our 32-bit residue multiplication techniques to some of the well-known algorithms mainly in terms of the
arithmetic cost and also provide the published timing results. For our timing results,
we have to verify whether a TMVP variant takes less number of clock cycles than the
schoolbook to compute a Toeplitz matrix-vector product of size 6. In other words,
can size 6 be the cross-over point between the schoolbook and TMVP variant? So,
we have to describe our testing environment for timing results.
The implementation/timing results are obtained on Intel(R) Core i5 − 6402P CPU @
2.80GHz with Turbo Boost disabled, Hyper-threading not supported and the machine
is running on one core. All our programs are written in C programming language and
as pointed out in [23], this gives the freedom of portability unlike the other platform
dependent (assembly) implementation. As recommended by Paoloni in his white
paper [32], we use rdtsc and rdtscp for clock cycles counts. For all the C programs
in this paper we use GCC 5.4.0 compiler on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS and the clock cycles
of our residue multiplication algorithms are counted at optimization level 2 i.e. -O2.
Note that the testing environment is different from our earlier work [1] for 64-bit
residue multiplication i.e. Chapter-3.
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Table 4.1: SB = Schoolbook, 3wD = Three-way Decomposition, 2wD = Two-way
Decomposition and m.line = manually inlined. Clock Cycles counts for SB and the
TMVP variants of size 6
SB
83
4.5.1

3wD
m.line SB m.line 2wD
84
83

2wD
m.line SB m.line 3wD
76
90

Schoolbook vs. TMVP variants of size 6

We perform timing tests to determine whether size 6 is the cross-over point between
the schoolbook and TMVP. Also, 6 is a multiple of both 2 and 3, therefore, it is necessary to decide to apply either (2.1) or (2.2). To answer these questions we executed
our C programs with the command gcc -Wall -m32 -O2 program.c -o program.exe.
We have tested the programs on 100 random values such that for each value the function is called 107 times in order to get consistent cycle count. The optimization argument -O3 returns 0 cycle. The results of our timing tests are provided in Table
4.1.
By m.line, we mean that the callee function is manually inlined within the body of
the caller function. Because we found the compiler’s inlining feature slower than our
manual inlining. Our timing results show that the application of (2.1) followed by
the schoolbook is the most efficient approach such that the schoolbook is manually
inlined within the caller function. On the other hand, the application of (2.1) followed
by (2.2) is the worst technique. The application of the schoolbook results in almost
the same cycle count as the application of (2.2) followed by either (2.1) or the schoolbook. Hence, we find size 6 as the cross-over point where a TMVP variant is more
efficient than the straight application of the schoolbook.

4.5.2

Residue Multiplication and Squaring

In this section, we provide the arithmetic cost and clock cycles count of our residue
multiplication techniques and squaring for 32- and 64-bit platforms. Since the testing
environment has changed therefore, we also provide the new timing result of our 64bit residue multipicaiton. In case of 64-bit, we don’t reproduce the Table 1 in [1] and
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only include the one that we require i.e. Hybrid version. Because in terms of the
timing results, Hybrid version was found the most efficient in [1] and the source code
is freely available on GitHub.
In the earlier sections of this chapter, you may have noticed that we presented the
total arithmetic cost in terms of the single-word multiplication and addition by taking 1Ad = 2A. Henceforth, we follow the same arithmetic cost presentation. Let’s
apply the Granger and Scott observation [23] on 18-limb and we find the arithmetic
cost as 171M + 664A. Similarly, applying the Karatsuba algorithm and using the
Scott’s work in [33] to decide about the cross-over point between the schoolbook
and Karatsuba, we have two choices. First choice, apply the Karatsuba 3-way identity in [36] followed by the schoolbook when the size of multiplicands become 6.
So, using this technique we find the total arithmetic cost as 216M + 564A including
the cost of reduction. Second choice, using the technique of Bernstein et al. in [5],
we apply the reduced refined Karatsuba identity at level-1 to yield multiplicands of
size 9. Then we apply the Karatsuba 3-way identity because of the cross-over point
between the schoolbook and Karatsuba, as shown in [33]. Thus, we find the total
arithmetic cost of the second choice as 162M + 576A including the cost of reduction. Note that the total arithmetic cost of our residue multiplication techniques are
168M + 494A, 180M + 490A and 189M + 481A. Clearly, the total arithmetic cost
of all our techniques for 32-bit platforms is less than the aforementioned techniques
even if one takes 1M = 3A. Note that we have not included the cost of shift operation
in all the aforementioned techniques because it is not significant and in our case all
the shift operations are performed on single-word.
Now that the arithmetic cost of different techniques is provided, it’s time to perform timing tests. In our timing tests, we run the residue multiplication functions
for 107 iterations over 100 random values generated at run-time and the results are
provided in Table 4.2. The Arbitrary Degree Karatsuba (ADK) is more efficient
than the schoolbook for 9-limb multiplication, as shown in [33]. But [1] and [23]
present even more efficient modular multiplication algorithm than ADK for modulus p with 9-limb. In [23], 155 clock cycles are reported for the modular multiplication algorithm and it is also mentioned that they tried different compilers and
options. On the other hand, we got 165-cycle for the same modular multiplication
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code in our test and the result is almost same as the one reported in [1]. Surprisingly, we find 136-cycle for the Hybrid version of our residue multiplication in [1]
which is less than the reported 179-cycle in our earlier tests. Note that we have used
the same residue multiplication function gmul and TMV_product as provided at
http://indigo.ie/~mscott/ws521.cpp and https://github.com/
Shoukat-Ali/521-bit-Mersenne-Prime/blob/master/hybrid.c, respectively. Similarly, for squaring, we use the same code provided at https://
github.com/Shoukat-Ali/521-bit-Mersenne-Prime/blob/master/
ws521.cpp.
The Table 4.2 shows that our cycles count for 64-bit squaring is 110 as compared to
105 in [23]. For 32-bit squaring, the number of cycles is 4 times of the 64-bit version and the increase in the number of multiplication and addition from 64- to 32-bit
squaring is 3.8 and 3.77 times, respectively. The 550-cycle of the Technique-1 is 4.04
times of the Hybrid version cycle. While, the increase in the number of multiplication
and addition from 64- to 32-bit residue multiplication are 3.5 and 3.62 times, respectively. The 574-cycle of the Technique-2 is around 4.22 times of the Hybrid version
cycle. Whereas, the increase in the number of multiplication and addition from 64to 32-bit residue multiplication are 3.11 and 3.71 times, respectively. Lastly, the 572cycle of the Technique-3 is about 4.21 times of the Hybrid version cycle. While,
the increase in the number of multiplication and addition from 64- to 32-bit residue
multiplication are aroudn 3.33 and 3.68 times, respectively. It is to mention that Seo
et al. [34] reported 350- and 708-cycle on Cortex-A15 and Cortex-A9, respectively,
for their parallel multiplication modulo 521-bit Mersenne prime. As compared to the
20-limb used by Seo et al. [34], our techniques use 18-limb which also implies that
the parallel implementation of our residue multiplication techniques might have way
better result than [34] on Cortex-A15.
From Table 4.2, it is evident that Technique-1 is our most efficient residue multiplication. So, Technique-1 is our selection for which we show that the technique does
not cause overflow in single- and double-word. In spite of their less arithmetic cost,
both Technique-2 and Technique-3 take more clock cycles than Technique-1. The
most evident factor is the inefficient mixed-sign multiplication performed the GCC
compiler. Actually, all our codes are written in C programming language with no use
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Table 4.2: Number of operations for 32-bit and 64-bit residue multiplication techniques and their respective clock cycles counts. The cycles count were obtained by
generating 100 random integers at run-time and executing each respective function
for 107 times on each value.
Technique
Squaring (64-bit)
Granger-Scott (64-bit)
Hybrid version (64-bit)
Squaring (32-bit)
Technique-1 (this chapter)
Technique-2 (this chapter)
Technique-3 (this chapter)

Arithmetic cost
45M + 91A
45M + 176A
54M + 133A
171M + 343A
189M + 481A
168M + 494A
180M + 490A

Clock Cycles
110
165
136
440
550
574
572

of intrinsics and SIMD/assembly instructions. Techniques-2 has more mixed-sign
multiplication than Technique-3. In order to obtain better timing results, we did different type casting and mixed-sign addition tricks, that we know, for Technique-2 and
Technique-3.

4.6

Worst-case bitlength analysis of Technique-1

We are using reduced-radix representation for 521-bit residues such that the bitlength
of the limbs on 32-bit platforms is more than the recommended range in [33]. In
other words, overflow is a big challenge to ensure correctness and efficiency on 32-bit
platforms. Moreover, the number of limbs and our residue representation aggravate
the situation further. As aforementioned in earlier section, overflow is not a threat for
64-bit residue multiplication.
In Section 4.1, it is shown that overflow is avoided in single-word on 32-bit platforms.
Now, in this section, we prove that the Technique-1 does not cause overflow in doubleword (64-bit) in spite of using our residue representation. For the sake of simplicity
and the worst-case analysis, the (non-negative) residues X and Y are considered the
largest 522-bit value. In other words, the maximum values of all the limbs of X and
Y are 229 − 1. Before starting our proof, it is reminded that based on (2.1) and (2.2)
we restrict addition and subtraction to Toeplitz matrix and vector, respectively. This
implies that the result of P1 , P5 and P6 is always unsigned/non-negative while the
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result of P2 , P3 and P4 is signed (negative/non-negative). Therefore, our focus is on
the vectors Y0 , Y1 and Y2 which determine the value of P2 , P3 and P4 .
Case-1:
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29
2 −1 
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2 −1 
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Y1 = 
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2 −1 


29
2 −1 
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2 −1 


29
2 −1 


29
2 −1 

229 − 1

These vector values give the maximum value of P1 , P5 and P6 as shown below
P1 = (22 (229 − 1))(229 − 1)6 = 262 + 261 − 234 − 233 + 24 + 23
P5 = (5(229 − 1))(229 − 1)6
= 262 + 261 + 260 + 259 − 234 − 233 − 232 − 231 + 24 + 23 + 22 + 2
P6 = (6(229 − 1))(229 − 1)6
= 263 + 260 − 235 − 232 + 25 + 22
Since Y0 = Y1 = Y2 then the resultant vector of P2 , P3 and P4 will be [0, . . . , 0].
Which implies that the result of P2 , P3 and P4 will be zero. Hence, we have
P3 + P4 + P 6 = P6
P 2 − P4 + P 5 = P5
P 1 − P2 − P 3 = P1
So, none of the result is more than 64-bit unsigned. Thus, overflow is avoided in
double-word by taking the summation as 64-bit unsigned integer.
Case-2:
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Y2 = 






229 − 1
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2 −1 


29
2 −1 
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2 −1

In this case, the computation of P1 , P5 and P6 result in the following values
P1 = (22 (229 − 1))(229 − 1)6 = 262 + 261 − 234 − 233 + 24 + 23
P5 = (5(229 − 1))(228 − 1)6
= 261 + 260 + 259 + 258 − 234 − 232 − 231 − 229 + 24 + 23 + 22 + 2
P6 = (6(229 − 1))(229 − 1)6
= 263 + 260 − 235 − 232 + 25 + 22
At level-1, the resultant vector of P2 , P3 and P4 will be [228 , . . . , 228 ], [0, . . . , 0] and
[−228 , . . . , −228 ], respectively. So, the result of P3 will be zero and the computation
of P2 and P4 at level-2 are shown below
P2,1 = 0
P2,2 = P2,3 = (2(229 − 1))(228 )3 = 259 + 258 − 230 − 229
P4,1 = 0
P4,2 = P4,3 = (2(230 − 2))(−228 )3 = −(260 + 259 − 231 − 230 )
Finally, we have to compute
P3 + P4 + P6 = 263 − 258 − 235 − 231 + 229 + 25 + 22
P2 − P4 + P5 = 263 + 260 + 259 − 235 − 231 + 24 + 23 + 22 + 2
P1 − P2 − P3 = 262 + 261 − 259 − 258 − 234 − 233 + 230 + 229 + 24 + 23
Here, none of the result is more than 64-bit unsigned. Thus, overflow is avoided in
double-word by taking the summation as 64-bit unsigned integer.
Case-3:
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Y2 = 






229 − 1
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This time, the computation of P1 , P5 and P6 result in the following values
P1 = (22 (229 − 1))(228 − 1)6 = 261 + 260 − 234 − 231 + 24 + 23
P5 = (5(229 − 1))(229 − 1)6
= 262 + 261 + 260 + 259 − 234 − 233 − 232 − 231 + 24 + 23 + 22 + 2
P6 = (6(229 − 1))(229 − 1)6
= 263 + 260 − 235 − 232 + 25 + 22
At level-1, the resultant vector of P2 , P3 and P4 will be [−228 , . . . , −228 ], [−228 , . . . , −228 ]
and [0, . . . , 0], respectively. This time, the result of P4 will be zero. For the sake of
simplicity and the worst-case analysis, we further assume that all the matrix entries
of P3 are 230 − 2. So, the computation of P2 and P3 at level-2 are shown below
P2,1 = 0
P2,2 = P2,3 = (2(229 − 1))(−228 )3 = −(259 + 258 − 230 − 229 )
P3,1 = 0
P3,2 = P3,3 = (2(230 − 2))(−228 )3 = −(260 + 259 − 231 − 230 )
Finally, we have to compute
P3 + P4 + P6 = 263 − 259 − 235 − 230 + 25 + 22
P2 − P4 + P5 = 261 + 260 − 234 − 232 − 230 + 24 + 23 + 22 + 2
P1 − P2 − P3 = 262 + 260 + 258 − 234 − 232 − 231 − 229 + 24 + 23
So, none of the result is more than 63-bit unsigned. Thus, there is no overflow in
double-word.
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CHAPTER 5

SCALAR MULTIPLICATION

In this chapter we discuss the vital elliptic curve operation of scalar/point multiplication kP where k is an integer and P is a point on elliptic curve defined over a
prime field. Actually, the efficiency of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is directly
proportional to the efficiency of scalar multiplication. The single-scalar multiplication kP is used in: public-key generation, singing messages, and shared-secret
computation/Diffie-Hellman. The base point P is a standard/fixed point in the operations of public-key generation and singing messages. If P is fixed/known, then kP is
called fixed-base scalar multiplication. On the other hand, the point P is unknown in
the shared-secret computation. So, if P is unknown, then kP is called variable-base
scalar multiplication. The scalar both in fixed- and variable-base is secret and must
be protected from any kind of leakage in computation. For signature verification in
ECC, one needs to compute kP + lQ, called double-scalar multiplication, where l is
an integer and Q is a point. Note that our work is focused on the public-key generation
and shared-secret computation.
In fixed-base scalar multiplication, one can perform precomputations using P to
speedup the scalar multiplication kP . On the other hand, no computations can be performed in advance using P in variable-base scalar multiplication. Which implies that
the computation of variable-base scalar multiplication takes longer than fixed-base
scalar multiplication. That’s why the efficient computation of variable-base scalar
multiplication has received more attention. In Section 5.1, we briefly present some of
the different techniques to compute the variable-base scalar multiplication. In Section
5.2, we discuss our first implementation of the constant-time variable-base scalar mul-
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tiplication using our 64-bit residue multiplication modulo p and 2p where p = 2521 −1.
Next, we discuss some of the algorithms to compute fixed-base scalar multiplication
in Section 5.3. Finally, we discuss our implementation — both constant-time fixedand variable-base scalar multiplication — in detail using state-of-the-art algorithms
proposed by Bos et al. [14] in Section 5.4.

5.1

Variable-base Scalar Multiplication

Recall that E(Fp ) is the set of points on elliptic curve E defined over prime field
Fp . Now, let’s assume that the order of E(Fp ) is nh where n is prime and h is a
small integer. Furthermore, P, Q ∈ E(Fp ) where both have order n and the secret
integer k is selected randomly from the interval [2, n − 1]. Also, suppose that the
bitlength of the integer k is m where m = dlog2 ne so, the binary representation of k
is (km−1 , . . . , k1 , k0 )2 .
The most basic technique of computing kP is the use of repeated-double-and-add
method which corresponds to the repeated-square-and-multiply method for exponentiation. To make things more clear, let’s do a simple example, 21 · P = (((((P ·
2 + 0)2 + P )2 + 0)2) + P . The Algorithm 13 represents the left-to-right repeateddouble-and-add method for scalar multiplication. The expected running time of the
Algorithm 13 Left-to-right repeated-double-and-add method for scalar multiplication
Input: k = (km−1 , . . . , k1 , k0 ) and P ∈ E(Fp )
Output: kP
1:

Q←∞

2:

for i from m − 1 downto 0 do

3:

Q ← 2Q

4:

if ki = 1 then

5:
6:

Q←Q+P
Return Q

Algorithm 13 is approximately
m · D + (m/2) · A
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where D and A stands for point doubling and point addition, respectively. Clearly,
the number of point doubling cannot be altered but the number of relatively expensive
point addition. For that purpose, we introduce a signed digit representation called
width-w Non-Adjacent Form (NAF). Actually, the width-w NAF is the extension of
NAF.
Definition For a positive integer w ≥ 2, a width-w NAF of a positive integer k is an
Pl−1 i
expression k = i=0
2 ki where each nonzero coefficient ki is odd, |ki | < 2w−1 and
kl−1 6= 0. For any w consecutive digits, at most one of them is nonzero and l is called
the length of the width-w NAF.
For a positive integer k, the properties of width-w NAF are given below:
• k has a unique width-w NAF representation and denoted by NAFw (k).
• The length of NAFw (k) is at most one more than the bitlength of k.
• Among all width-w NAFs of length l, the average density of nonzero digits is
approximately 1/(w + 1).
The Algorithm 14 represents the left-to-right repeated-double-and-add method for
scalar multiplication using NAF2 (k). Note that the NAF2 (k) is also called NAF and
denoted by NAF(k). From the properties of the NAF(k), one can expect the running
Algorithm 14 NAF(k) method for scalar multiplication
P
i
Input: k = l−1
i=0 2 ki where ki ∈ {0, ±1} and P ∈ E(Fp )
Output: kP
1:

Q←∞

2:

for i from l − 1 downto 0 do

3:

Q ← 2Q

4:

if ki = 1 then

5:

if ki = −1 then

6:

Q←Q+P
Q←Q−P

Return Q

time of the Algorithm 14 to be approximately
m · D + (m/3) · A.
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Remember that l at most one more than m, therefore, we have expressed the expected
running time in terms of m.
From Algorithm 13, Algorithm 14 and width-w NAF, one can deduce that instead of
process one digit of k, why not to process w digits of k at a time and this technique is
called window method. Definitely, the window method requires some extra memory
to store the possible points iP for i = 1, 3, . . . 2w−1 − 1 where the odd values are
due to the definition of width-w NAF. The Algorithm 15 represents the width-w NAF
method for scalar multiplication. So, the expected running time of the Algorithm 15
Algorithm 15 NAFw (k) method for scalar multiplication
Pl−1 i
Input: P ∈ E(Fp ), NAFw (k) = i=0
2 ki and widow width w
Output: kP
1:

Compute Pi = iP for i = 1, 3, . . . , 2w−1 − 1

2:

Q←∞

3:

for i from l − 1 downto 0 do

4:

Q ← 2Q

5:

if ki 6= 0 then
Q ← Q + Pi

6:

if ki > 0 then

7:

else Q ← Q − Pi

8:

Return Q

is approximately



m
1·D+ 2
− 1 · A+m · D +
· A.
w+1
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
Pi computation
w−2

loop computation

The next algorithm is based on the idea of skipping the consecutive zero entries rather
than processing them one at a time. The technique is called Sliding Window and the
Algorithm 16 represents the sliding window method for scalar multiplication using
NAF(k). The digits of NAF(k) are processed from left-to-right for window of width
w such that the value obtained in the window is odd. So, the length of consecutive zeros between windows in sliding window method affects the running time. On average,
the length of a run of zeros between windows is given below.
v(w) =

(−1)w
4
−
3 3 · 2w−2
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Algorithm 16 Sliding window method for scalar multiplication using NAF(k)
P
i
Input: P ∈ E(Fp ), NAF(k) = l−1
i=0 2 ki and widow width w
Output: kP
1:


Compute Pi = iP for i = 1, 3, . . . , 2(2w − (−1)w )/3 − 1

2:

Q←∞

3:

i=l−1

4:

while i ≥ 0 do

5:
6:

if ki = 0 then
t ← 1, u ← 0

7:

else find the largest t ≤ w such that u ← (ki , . . . , ki−t+1 ) is odd

8:

Q ← 2t Q

9:

if u > 0 then

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Q ← Q + Pu
else if u < 0 then
Q ← Q − Pu
i←i−t
Return Q
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Therefore, the running time of Algorithm 16 is expected to be



 w
m
2 − (−1)w
− 1 · A+m · D +
· A.
1·D+
3
w + v(w)
|
{z
} |
{z
}
Pi computation

loop computation

The differences between Algorithm 15 and Algorithm 16 are the number and storage
of Pi , and the cost of loop computation. Clearly, for a window width w, the Algorithm
15 computes lesser number of Pi to store than Algorithm 16. But the cost of the loop
computation in Algorithm 15 is more than the Algorithm 16.
From implementation point of view, the selection of window width w is tricky. The
larger value of w implies larger computer memory requirement and access to large
memory can lead to different problems. The first and foremost is the leakage of
information in the side-channel attacks when large memory is used involving the
secret integer k. Moreover, access to large memory is slow and can significantly
affect the efficiency. Therefore, in practice we find w ∈ {4, 5, 6}. Note that among
the other factors the selection of coordinates for point representation is very important
for the efficient computation of scalar multiplication.

5.2

Our First implementation

This implementation is part of our initial work focused on 64-bit platforms. After
finishing our work on 64-bit residue multiplication, we implemented constant-time
variable-base scalar multiplication for the standard NIST curve P-521 and Edwards
curve E-521 using the public codes of [23] available at http://indigo.ie/
~mscott/ws521.cpp and http://indigo.ie/~mscott/ed521.cpp. Unlike the codes of [23], the clock cycles are counted using the proposed technique of
Paoloni [32] i.e. using rdtsc() and rdtscp(). Note that the testing environment is same
as that of the different versions of our 64-bit residue multiplication and for further
details see Section 3.2.2.
The C++ codes of [23] are for modulus 2p and in our timing tests we have used both
modulus 2p and p. For modulus 2p, we have only replaced the modular multiplication
of [23] by the different versions of our residue multiplication. On the other hand,
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we have amended the functions scr(), gsqr(), gsqr2(), and gmuli() according to the
requirements of modulus p. To obtain consistent clock cycles counts, we execute the
cycle counting loop with different number of iterations and among those values we
find 40-iteration as the most consistent. Hence, in this part of our work the cycles
counts for constant-time variable-base scalar multiplication codes are provided in 40iteration loop.
From the results of the clock cycles count of the different versions of our algorithm
with respect to the multiplication algorithm in [23], one would also expect higher
number of clock cycles for scalar multiplication using our residue multiplication.
While measuring the clock cycles and playing with the GCC compiler we observed
a strange behavior that when either the multiplication algorithm in [23] or our algorithm (Hybrid version) is called consecutively more than 2 times in a loop then our
algorithm starts to take less and less number of cycles. Therefore, we find the cycles counts for scalar multiplication using each version of our algorithm to be less
than the Granger-Scott algorithm. Since compiler optimization/behavior is not our
domain so, we don’t know why GCC compiler behaves like this. For each version
of our multiplication algorithm we have used the optimal implementation on our machine. But we report the cycles counts using the Hybrid version of our algorithm

1

because it has the least number of clock cycles among the different versions. Using the command openssl speed ecdh on our machine where the installed version is
1.0.2g. For the NIST P-521 it reports 1745.1 operations per second which is approximately 1, 604, 493 cycles count. The clock cycles counts are given in Table 5.1 and
each program was executed at optimization level-3 i.e. −O3. Although the number of clock cycles counts with CACHE_SAFE (defined for cache safety) is more
than without CACHE_SAFE option but we prefer the former choice to ensure the
constant-time implementation requirement. So, through testing with CACHE_SAFE
on our machine we find the fixed window of width 4 as the optimal choice both for
Granger-Scott and our algorithm. Hence, the cycles counts are for windows of width
4 with CACHE_SAFE. We have executed the scalar multiplication programs both for
P-521 and E-521 multiple times in order to obtain the least cycles counts. In case of
P-521 for Granger-Scott algorithm we find 1, 332, 165 as the minimum mean cycles
1
https://github.com/Shoukat-Ali/521-bit-Mersenne-Prime/blob/master/ed521.cpp
https://github.com/Shoukat-Ali/521-bit-Mersenne-Prime/blob/master/ws521.cpp
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Table 5.1: Clock Cycles counts of constant-time variable-base scalar multiplication;
GS stands for Granger-Scott algorithm, p and 2p stand for modulus p and 2p implementation of the Hybrid version of our residue multiplication, respectively
openSSL
≈ 1, 604, 493

P-521
GS = 1, 332, 165
2p = 1, 270, 130
p = 1, 251, 502

E-521
GS = 1, 148, 871
2p = 1, 073, 127
p = 1, 055, 105

count. While for both modulus 2p and p of the Hybrid version of our algorithm we
find 1, 270, 130 and 1, 251, 502 cycles, respectively. Similarly, in E-521 for GrangerScott algorithm we find 1, 148, 871 as the minimum mean cycles count. However, for
the modulus 2p and p of the Hybrid version of our algorithm we find 1, 073, 127 and
1, 055, 105 cycles respectively. Hence, the experimental results support our observation and intuition for multiple calls (in thousands or more) and modulus choice.
In our new timing test, not recommended for code benchmarking on eBACS web site
[8], we use Intel Core i7 − 2670QM CPU @ 2.20GHz with Turbo Boost and HyperThreading enabled. We compile and execute the same earlier codes of constant-time
variable-base scalar multiplication with the same command. Like before, we find the
timing results of constant-time variable-base scalar multiplication using the Hybrid
version of our algorithm to be better than the Granger-Scott algorithm [23]. Still the
minimum cycles counts are found for modulus p. For the curve E-521, the new tests
show the minimum cycles counts as GS = 893, 371 and p = 847, 145 for the window
width of size 4. On the other hand, for the curve P-521, we find the minimum cycles
counts as GS = 1, 063, 370 and p = 1, 001, 180 for window width of size 5 and 4,
respectively.

5.3

Fixed-base Scalar Multiplication

By now, we know that in fixed-base scalar multiplication the base-point P is public.
Therefore, in order to speed up the computation of kP , both the communicating entities can perform computation based on P in advance. Indeed, anyone can perform
computation based on P including the malicious attacker. The most basic way of
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speeding up the computation of kP is to compute all the point doubling D in advance
so that only point addition A is left to be performed.
In practice, large prime numbers are used and in our case it is 521-bit. Let’s assume
that m = 521, the points 2i P for i = 0, . . . , 520 are represented in affine coordinates
(x, y) and the underlying platform is 64-bit. In our case, we have 9-limb coordinates
where each limb is stored in a 64-bit word which implies that for storing all the points
2i P , one needs approximately 9 · 64 · 2 · 2521 -bit or 9 · 8 · 2 · 2521 -byte of memory.
Which is insanely very very large amount of memory.
A practical way of precomputing the points 2i P in order to accelerate the computation of kP is presented in Algorithm 17. For a window width w we have k =
(Kd−1 , . . . , K1 , K0 )2w where d = dm/we and P ∈ E(Fp ). First we compute and
store Pi = 2wi P for i = 0, . . . , d − 1 in advance. Clearly, the memory required for
the storage of the points 2wi P is realistic.

Algorithm 17 Windowing method for scalar multiplication
Input: Window width w, k = (Kd−1 , . . . , K1 , K0 )2w , Pi = 2wi P for i = 0, . . . , d − 1
Output: kP
1:

Q←∞

2:

R←∞

3:

for j from 2w − 1 downto 1 do

4:
5:
6:
7:

for each i such that Ki = j do
R ← R + Pi
Q←Q+R
Return Q

Next, we discuss another algorithm called the comb method. In this method, the
binary representation of k is first padded with dw − m 0s as the most significant bits.
Then the binary representation is divided into w bit strings such that each string is
of the same length d so, we have k = K w−1 || · · · ||K 1 ||K 0 where || represents the
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concatenation of bit strings. Actually, the bit strings K j are written follows:

 
 

0
K0
Kd−1
· · · K00
kd−1 · · ·
k0


 
 
1 
 K1   K1

kd 

  d−1 · · · K0   k2d−1 · · ·

 . = .
= .

.
.
.
.
..
..   ..
..
..
 ..   ..



 
 
w−1
w−1
w−1
K
Kd−1 · · · K0
kwd−1 · · · k(w−1)d
Each column is processed one at a time such that for all the possible bit strings
(aw−1 , . . . , a1 , a0 ), the following points are computed and stored in advance.
[aw−1 , . . . , a1 , a0 ]P = aw−1 2(w−1)d P + · · · + a1 2d P + a0 P
The use of comb method to compute the scalar multiplication is shown as Algorithm
18.
Algorithm 18 Comb method for scalar multiplication
Input: Window width w, d = dm/we, [aw−1 , . . . , a1 , a0 ]P
Output: kP
1:

Q←∞

2:

for i from d − 1 downto 0 do

3:

Q ← 2Q

4:

Q ← Q + [Kiw−1 , . . . , Ki1 , Ki0 ]P

5:

5.4

Return Q

Our Second implementation

The efficiency ECC is determined by the efficiency of scalar multiplication, therefore,
one finds different techniques in literature to efficiently compute the operation. Our
work is focused on faster residue multiplication in 521-bit Mersenne prime modulus
to improve the efficiency of constant-time single-scalar multiplication. In literature, it
is well-known that the computation of the scalar multiplication should be independent
of the secret scalar. So that, an attacker cannot easily derive the scalar by (simple)
side-channel attacks. Therefore, there should not be any conditional branching on the
secret scalar and similarly, the lookups in the precomputed table should not reveal
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the secret indexes. Using our 64- and 32-bit residue multiplication, we have implemented the constant-time fixed- and variable-base (single) scalar multiplication. We
have tested our software using fixed-window of width 4, 5 and 6. The efficiency
of ECC is directly proportional to the efficiency of variable-base scalar multiplication and that is why, it has received more attention. To show the efficiency of our
residue multiplication techniques, we have implemented the scalar multiplication for
the standard NIST curve P-521 and Edwards curve E-521. We use the same testing
environment that we did for our 32-bit residue multiplication techniques. For further
details see Section 4.5.
For constant-time variable-base scalar multiplication using fixed-window w, we have
implemented the “Algorithm 1" [14] and instead of 2w−2 , the size of our pre-computed
table is 2w−1 . Similarly, the constant-time fixed-base scalar multiplication is implemented using the modified LSB-set comb method i.e. “Algorithm 7" [14]. Note that,
for the sake of efficiency we have selected the point addition and doubling formulas
from the Explicit Formulas Database (EFD) [9], managed by Daniel J. Bernstein and
Tanja Lange, instead of the given formulas in [14].
The constant-time inversion is computed by powering a field element x by p − 2 =
2521 − 3 (Fermat’s Little Theorem) and it’s the same method used in [1, 23, 34].
Hence, the multiplicative inverse of x is computed with 520S + 13M where S stands
for single-word squaring. Like [1, 23], multiplication by curve parameter — curve
E-521 — is performed component-wise and reduced in-place for 32- and 64-bit implementation of the scalar multiplication. To ensure the limbs satisfy our residue
representation such that overflow doesn’t occur, we have used the same idea of Short
Coefficient Reduction (SCR) function as in [1, 23]. In case of 64-bit implementation,
field addition, subtraction and multiplication by small (fixed) constant(s) — other
than curve parameter — are computed component-wise and don’t require to be reduced in order to use as input to multiplication and squaring function. Because there
is enough free bit space both in single- and double-word to easily avoid overflow. Unfortunately, things are more challenging for 32-bit scalar multiplication due to small
free bit space. So, field addition, subtraction and multiplication by small (fixed) constant(s) — other than curve parameter — can easily cause overflow. Therefore, we
perform in-place reduction where necessary, for efficiency purpose.
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5.4.1

Point Arithmetic Formulas

We have selected the fastest point doubling and addition formulas for short Weierstrass curve P-521 — with curve parameter a = −3 and b = 10938490380737342
74511112390766805569936207598951683748994586394495953116150735016013708
737573759623248592132296706313309438452531591012912142327488478985984 —
from the EFD site [9] and the curve is defined in [27]. Suppose P1 = (X1 , Y1 , Z1 ) is
a Jacobian point then 2P1 = (X3 , Y3 , Z3 ) is computed as follows:
R0 = Z12 ,

R1 = Y12 ,

X3 = R32 − 8R2 ,

R2 = X1 · R1 ,

R3 = 3(X1 + R0 ) · (X1 − R0 ),

Z3 = (Y1 + Z1 )2 − R0 − R1 ,

Y3 = R3 · (4R2 − X3 ) − 8R12 .
Suppose P2 = (X2 , Y2 , 1) is an affine point and not equal to P1 . Then 2P2 =
(X3 , Y3 , Z3 ) is computed as follows:
R0 = X22 ,

R1 = Y22 ,

R4 = 3(R0 − 1),

R2 = R12 ,

R3 = 2((X2 + R1 )2 − R0 − R2 ),

X3 = R42 − 2R3 ,

Y3 = R4 · (R3 − X3 ) − 8R2 ,

Z3 = 2Y2 .
The mixed addition of Jacobian-affine coordinate P3 = P1 + P2 = (X3 , Y3 , Z3 ) is
computed as follows:
R0 = Z12 ,

R1 = X2 · R0 ,

R4 = R32 ,

R5 = 4R4 ,

R8 = X1 · R5 ,

R2 = Y2 · Z1 · R0 ,

R6 = R3 · R5 ,

R3 = R1 − X1 ,

R7 = 2(R2 − Y1 ),

X3 = R72 − R6 − 2R8 ,

Y3 = R7 · (R8 − X3 ) − 2Y1 · R6 ,

Z3 = (Z1 + R3 )2 − R0 − R4 .

Suppose P2 = (X2 , Y2 , Z2 ) and P1 are both Jacobian points. Then we compute P3 =
(X3 , Y3 , Z3 ) = P1 + P2 as follows:
R0 = Z12 ,

R1 = Z22 ,

R4 = Y1 · Z2 · R1 ,
R7 = (2R6 )2 ,

R2 = X1 · R1 ,

R5 = Y2 · Z1 · R0 ,

R8 = R6 · R7 ,

R3 = X2 · R0 ,
R6 = R3 − R2 ,

R9 = 2(R5 − R4 ),

X3 = R92 − R8 − 2R10 ,

R10 = R2 · R7 ,

Y3 = R9 · (R10 − X3 ) − 2R4 · R8 ,

Z3 = (Z1 + Z2 )2 − R0 − R1 · R6 .
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We have selected the fastest point doubling and addition formulas for the Edwards
curves E-521 — with curve paramter a = 1 and d = −376014 — from the EFD
site [9] and the curve is defined on site [10]. Suppose P1 = (X1 , Y1 , Z1 , T1 ) is an
extended projective point then 2P1 = (X3 , Y3 , Z3 , T3 ) is computed as follows:
R0 = X12 ,

R1 = Y12 ,

R4 = R0 + R1 ,
Y3 = R4 · R6 ,

R2 = 2Z12 ,

R5 = R4 − R2 ,
Z3 = R4 · R5 ,

R3 = (X1 + Y1 )2 − R0 − R1 ,
R6 = R0 − R1 ,

X3 = R3 · R5 ,

T3 = R3 · R6 .

As pointed out in [5], one multiplication operation is saved by using the same doubling formula for those cases where T coordinate is not required. Suppose P2 =
(X2 , Y2 , 1, T2 ) is an extended projective point then 2P2 = (X3 , Y3 , Z3 , T3 ) is computed as shown below. Note that this formula is taken from the Appendix A of [5]
because it is efficient and we couldn’t find it on EFD site [9].
R0 = X12 ,

R1 = Y12 ,

R5 = R0 − R1 ,

R2 = 2T1 ,

X3 = R2 · R5 ,

R3 = R0 + R1 ,

Y3 = R3 · R5 ,

R4 = R3 − 2,

Z3 = R32 − 2R3 ,

T3 = R2 · R5 .
Now, we compute P3 = (X3 , Y3 , Z3 , T3 ) = P1 +P2 as shown below and d is the curve
parameter.
R0 = X1 · X2 ,

R1 = Y1 · Y2 ,

R2 = T1 · dT2 ,

R3 = (X1 + Y1 ) · (X2 + Y2 ) − R0 − R1 ,
R5 = Z1 + R2 ,
Z3 = R4 · R5 ,

R6 = R1 − R0 ,

R4 = Z1 − R2 ,

X3 = R3 · R4 ,

Y3 = R5 · R6 ,

T3 = R3 · R6 .

Suppose P2 = (X2 , Y2 , Z2 , T2 ) then P3 = (X3 , Y3 , Z3 ) = P1 + P2 is computed as
shown below. Again, note that this formula is taken from the Appendix A of [5]
because it is an efficient approach.
R0 = X1 · X2 ,

R1 = Y1 · Y2 ,

R2 = T1 · dT2 ,

R4 = (X1 + Y1 ) · (X2 + Y2 ) − R0 − R1 ,
R6 = R3 + R2 ,

R7 = R1 − R0 ,

Z3 = R5 · R6 .
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R3 = Z1 · Z2 ,

R5 = R3 − R2 ,

X3 = R4 · R5 ,

Y3 = R6 · R7 ,

Now, we compute P3 = (X3 , Y3 , Z3 , T3 ) = P1 + P2 as follows:
R0 = X1 · X2 ,

R1 = Y1 · Y2 ,

R2 = T1 · dT2 ,

R4 = (X1 + Y1 ) · (X2 + Y2 ) − R0 − R1 ,
R6 = R3 + R2 ,
Z3 = R5 · R6 ,

5.4.2

R7 = R1 − R0 ,

R3 = Z1 · Z2 ,

R5 = R3 − R2 ,

X3 = R4 · R5 ,

Y3 = R6 · R7 ,

T3 = R4 · R7 .

NIST Curve P-521

The 521-bit short Weierstrass NIST curve P-521 is standardized and defined in [27].
For this curve, we have implemented the constant-time variable- and fixed-base scalar
multiplication algorithm proposed by J.W. Bos et al. in [14]. Jacobian and affine coordinates were chosen by [1, 23] for their constant-time variable-base scalar multiplication. Similarly, our choice is also Jacboian and affine coordinates and the formulas
for point arithmetic are selected from EFD [9]. The point arithmetic formulas are
provided in Appendix B.
In case of constant-time variable-base scalar multiplication, two point doublings and
two point additions are selected from EFD [9]. In our implementation, one Jacobian
and one affine (point) doubling are used. The affine doubling is used only once at
the ”precomputation stage" of ”Algorithm 1". Out of the two point additions, one
is mixed and one is Jacobian. For efficiency purpose, the mixed addition formula
is used in two ways such that they differ by the destination/accumulator only. The
Jacobian and a mixed addition are performed at the “precomputation stage". Lastly,
the Jacobian doubling and mixed addition are used at the ”Evaluation stage".
For constant-time fixed-base scalar multiplication [14], we use one Jacobian doubling, one Jacobian addition and one mixed addition. The formulas are same as ones
that we used in variable-base. We perform the “Offline computation" by computing
the lookup table points in Jacobian coordinate at first and then using Montgomery’s
trick of single inversion to convert all points to affine form. Hence, the lookup table
points are in affine form and the addition in “Online computation" is performed using
affine-Jacboian coordinate. We have used the table parameter v = 3 so, the size of the
precomputed table is 3456, 6912 and 13824-byte for window width of 4, 5 and 6, re78

spectively. Although, using v = 4 will decrease the value of e = dt/(wv)e where t is
the bitlength of the base point (521-bit) it increases both the size of the precomputed
table and the number of (relatively) expensive addition operation at the “Evaluation
Stage". For example, for w = 5 and v = 3, we have e = 35, lookup table of 6912byte and 105 additions. Then for w = 5 and v = 4, we have e = 27, lookup table
of 9216-byte and 108 additions. By performing similar computation we observe that
v = 4 is not useful for both w = 4 and w = 6. Similarly, things are not encouraging
with other parameters too. Therefore, we didn’t implement the case v ≥ 3.
We have used C programming language to implement the constant-time variable- and
fixed-base scalar multiplication for 64-bit platforms2 . Unlike the 64-bit implementation, the 32-bit implementation is tricky because of the 2-bit space in single-word to
hold the carries at the worst case. Therefore, it is expected to lose some efficiency in
order to perform reduction on single-word. On the other hand, the point arithmetic
formulas of P-521 also adds to inefficiency in our 32-bit implementation. So, to minimize the effect of these inefficient factors, we have used in-place reduction in (most
of the) field operations. Like the 64-bit implementation, the constant-time variableand fixed-base scalar multiplication for 32-bit platforms3 are also implemented in C
language.

5.4.3

Edwards curve E-521

The curve E-521 is taken from the SafeCurves site [10] where it is mentioned that the
curve is independently recommended by Bernstein and Lange, Aranha et al. [2] and
Hamburg [25]. As pointed in [5], faster point addition formulas for Edwards curve
are in extended projective coordinate, therefore, we use the extended coordinate for
variable- and fixed-base scalar multiplication. The point arithmetic formulas are provided in Appendix B. The advantage of the Edwards curves is that it is faster than
NIST curves because the point arithmetic formulas are simpler. Moreover, due to the
complete addition formulas, it is easier to securely implement the Edwards curves and
there are no exceptional cases. Definitely, a few bits of security is sacrificed in select2

https://github.com/Shoukat-Ali/Faster-Residue-Multiplication/tree/
master/64-bit/P-521
3
https://github.com/Shoukat-Ali/Faster-Residue-Multiplication/tree/
master/32-bit/P-521
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ing Edwards curve. Hence, unlike the implementation of the scalar multiplication of
P-521, the scalar multiplication implementation of E-521 is efficient, constant-time
and exceptional-less.
For constant-time variable-base scalar multiplication, we have used the same strategy
and point arithmetic formulas that were used in [1, 5, 23] for efficiency. So, there are
three versions of point doubling and two versions of point additon formulas based on
the coordinates “Z" and “T ". Unlike [14], where odd scalars are recoded only, we
have used the same (secret) even scalar in the public code of [1, 23].
For the constant-time fixed-base scalar multiplication, we use two point doubling and
two point addition formulas. Only, one of the point addition formulas is different
from those that were used in variable-base while, the remaining formulas are same.
To achieve efficient Online computation, all the points are in extended coordinate including the points in the precomputed table. Like the fixed-base scalar multiplication
of P-521, we have taken the table parameter v = 3. So, the size of the precomputed
table is 6912, 13824 and 27648-byte for window width of 4, 5 and 6, respectively. Although, using v = 4 will decrease the value of e = dt/(wv)e where t is the bitlength
of the base point (519-bit) it increases both the size of the precomputed table and
the number of (relatively) expensive addition operation at the Evaluation Stage. For
example, for w = 6 and v = 3, we have e = 29, lookup table 27648-byte and 87
additions. Then for w = 6 and v = 4, we have e = 22, lookup table 36864-byte and
88 additions. By performing similar computation we didn’t find v = 4 useful for both
w = 4 and w = 5. Similarly, the value of other parameters is also not encouraging.
Therefore, we didn’t implement the case v ≥ 3.
Like the curve P-521, the C language is used to implement the constant-time variableand fixed-base scalar multiplication for 64-bit platforms4 . Although, the 32-bit implementation faces the same issues as in the case of P-521 the (simple) point arithmetic formulas of E-521 cause less overhead than P-521 in order to handle overflow
in single-word. In this case, every field operation is implemented using in-place reduction. The constant-time variable- and fixed-base scalar multiplication for 32-bit

4

https://github.com/Shoukat-Ali/Faster-Residue-Multiplication/tree/
master/64-bit/E-521
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Table 5.2: Clock Cycles count of the scalar multiplication for NIST curve P-521 and
Edwards curve E-521 obtained at optimization level-3 of the GCC 5.4.0 compiler on
Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. The timing tests were performed on Intel(R) Core i5 − 6402P
CPU @ 2.80GHz with Turbo Boost disabled, Hyper-threading not supported and the
machine was running on one core

base

Window width

Fixed-base

Variable-

Operation

64-bit

32-bit

E-521

P-521

E-521

P-521

w=4

802, 110

936, 160

3, 078, 998

3, 754, 095

w=5

814, 085

939, 956

3, 068, 761

3, 750, 483

w=6

872, 790

1, 008, 740

3, 203, 760

3, 913, 668

w=4

366, 590

347, 800

1, 299, 507

1, 342, 525

w=5

335, 027

317, 652

1, 214, 847

1, 183, 615

w=6

368, 516

319, 855

1, 169, 799

1, 130, 007

platforms5 are implemented in C language too.

5.4.4

Timings

In this section, we present our timing results — clock cycles count — of the variableand fixed-base scalar multiplication for 64- and 32-bit platforms using our residue
multiplication algorithms. We executed our 64- and 32-bit C programs using the command gcc -Wall -O3 program.c -o program.exe and gcc -Wall -m32 -O3 program.c -o
program.exe, respectively. Similarly, each program is tested for window width 4, 5
and 6 and in order to obtain the minimum cycle count, we performed 104 scalar multiplications for 10 iterations using one (secret) scalar. Note that the testing environment
is same as aforementioned in Section 4.5 and the timing results are provided in Table
5.2. In case of fixed-base scalar multiplication, the results represent the timing of the
Evaluation Stage of the “Algorithm 7" [14].
To obtain the timing result of OpenSSL 1.0.2g for curve P-521, we ran the command openssl speed ecdhp521 which reports 2, 298 operations per second. Which
5

https://github.com/Shoukat-Ali/Faster-Residue-Multiplication/tree/
master/32-bit/E-521
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implies approximately 1, 218, 451 clock cycles for one variable-base scalar multiplication. Then we tested the public code of Scott available at http://indigo.ie/
~mscott/ws521.cpp and http://indigo.ie/~mscott/ed521.cpp and
find the minimum clock cycles of 1, 056, 544 and 895, 372, respectively, for window width-4. While the results of window width 5 and 6 are worse. Interestingly,
the cycle counts of Scott’s codes on our machine are less than what is reported in
[23]. Note that Scott implemented the constant-time variable-base scalar multiplication only. Hamburg [25] has implemented E-521 on 64-bit Haswell processor using
C with intrinsics and exploiting the tuned AVX2. He reports 803k and 234k cycles
for constant-time variable- and fixed-base scalar multiplication, respectively. Even
though 512-bit curves in Weierstrass and twisted Edwards form were used with different primes in [14], the timing results of variable- and fixed-base scalar multiplication are no match to Hamburg’s results of E-521 in [25]. As shown in Table 5.2,
window width 4 yields the optimal result for variable-base scalar multiplication using
fixed-window for both P-521 and E-521. So, we have 936, 160 and 802, 110 cycles
for P-521 and E-521, respectively. Hence, our 64-bit residue multiplication yields
the best result — to the best of our knowledge — for variable-base scalar multiplication for P-521 and E-521. In Table 5.2, window width 5 has the optimal result
for constant-time fixed-base scalar multiplication using the modified LSB-set comb
method for P-521 and E-521. So, we have 317, 652 and 335, 027 cycles for P-521
and E-521, respectively. Note that our software are purely implemented in C without
any use of intrinsics and SIMD/assembly instructions. Therefore, our software are
independent of the platforms.
Clearly, the window width 4 has the largest (finite field) arithmetic cost among the
width 4, 5 and 6 but the smallest constant-time table-lookup cost. The 64-bit implementation result of constant-time variable-base scalar multiplication in Table 5.2
shows that for 9-limb reside multiplication the cost of constant-time table-lookup outweighs the lesser arithmetic cost for window width 5 and 6. On the other hand, in the
case of constant-time fixed-base scalar multiplication, window width 5 balances well
the trade-off between constant-time table-lookup and the arithmetic cost. That’s why
the optimal result of P-521 and E-521 is with width 5.
Now, we discuss the results of constant-time variable- and fixed-base scalar multi82

plication using our 32-bit residue multiplication. The optimal result of variable-base
scalar multiplication is obtained with window width 5 for both P-521 and E-521 as
shown in Table 5.2. The results are 3, 750, 483 and 3, 068, 761 cycles for P-521 and
E-521, respectively. In case of fixed-base scalar multiplication, the optimal result of
P-521 and E-521 are obtained with window width 6. The Table 5.2 shows the results are 1, 130, 007 and 1, 169, 799 cycles for P-521 and E-521, respectively. Using
low-level programming language implementation for their parallel multiplication and
squaring algorithm on Cortex-A15 of the curve P-521, with curve parameter a 6= −3,
Seo et al. [34] has reported 2, 970, 976 and 1, 056, 902 cycles using window width6 for constant-time variable- and fixed-base scalar multiplication, respectively. On
the other hand, like 64-bit implementation, all our 32-bit software are purely written in C programming language. Therefore, it is not a fair comparison between our
32-bit results and the results of [34]. Note that the timing results of E-521 is better
(less clock cycles) than P-521 and the difference is prominent in variable-base scalar
multiplication.
Now, in the case of 32-bit implementation (18-limb), window width 5 yields the optimal result for constant-time variable-base scalar multiplication for P-521 and E-521.
Clearly, the cost of constant-time table-lookup outweighs the less (finite field) arithmetic cost using window width 6. However, the result of constant-time fixed-base
scalar multiplication shows that it is not always the case. So, this time the arithmetic
cost is more significant than the cost of constant-time table-lookup. That’s why the
number of clock cycles are decreasing from width 4 to 6 for both P-521 and E-521.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel way to perform residue multiplication modulo 521-bit
Mersenne prime p on 32- and 64-bit platforms such that, to the best of our knowledge,
the total arithmetic cost is lower than the existing well-known algorithms. The total
arithmetic cost is computed by evaluating the arithmetic cost such that the cost of one
single-word multiplication is equal to three single-word additions and one doubleword addition is equal to two single-word additions. Our idea is based on Toeplitz
Matrix-Vector Product (TMVP) and efficiency is achieved by exploiting the common
expressions using the properties of TMVP. The two- and three-way TMVP decomposition are the cornerstones of our work. The reduced-radix representation is used
to represent the elements of the field on the underlying computers. We have used our
residue multiplication algorithms in the vital operation of single-scalar multiplication
for the standard NIST curve P-521 and Edwards curve E-521.
In 64-bit residue multiplication, the field elements are 9-limb long such that each limb
is at most 58-bit. The free bit spaces in 64-bit single-word and 128-bit double-word
give the advantage of procrastinating the carry propagation, which in turn improves
the efficiency especially in the computation of single-scalar multiplication. We have
found the total arithmetic cost of our 64-bit residue multiplication to be less than the
previously known best algorithm of Granger and Scott [23]. We have also presented
three versions of our residue multiplication and found the total arithmetic cost of each
version of our residue multiplication to be less than its counterparts. For implementation purpose, we have used both modulus p = 2521 − 1 and 2p. We have found the
timing results of p better than 2p and the difference is more evident especially in the
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case of constant-time variable-base scalar multiplication. In the first part of our work,
the different versions of our residue multiplication and constant-time variable-base
scalar multiplication were implemented in C and C++ programming languages, respectively. In our first testing environment, we couldn’t find better timing result than
the modular multiplication algorithm in [23] but our scalar multiplication results were
better. So, in the second part of our work using a different testing environment, we use
the most efficient version — least timing result i.e. Hybrid version — of our 64-bit
residue multiplication. In our new timing tests we find 136-cycle which is clearly better than the best timing result of 155-cycle in [23] for the sequential implementation
of residue multiplication modulo 521-bit Mersenne prime.
The second part of our work is mainly focused on 32-bit residue multiplication and
following our 64-bit residue multiplication, we get TMVP of size 18 on 32-bit platforms where the Toeplitz matrix entries above the diagonal are at most 30-bit. We
have proposed three techniques to compute the residue multiplication on 32-bit platforms such the total arithmetic cost is less than the other well-known algorithms.
Using the reduced-radix approach for limbs, 64-bit implementation is straigtforward
but different challenges arise for 32-bit implementation. Above all, overflow is the
main challenge which affects both correctness and efficiency. Therefore, we have
shown that our most efficient technique — least timing result i.e. technique-1 —
never causes overflow and the compromise on efficiency is kept minimal. In this testing environment, we have found size 6 as the cross-over point between the schoolbook
and a variant of TMVP which is required to achieve efficient timing result. Our best
timing result for 32-bit residue multiplication is 550-cycle while Seo et al. [34] have
reported 350- and 708-cycle on Cortex-A15 and Cortex-A9, respectively, for their
parallel multiplication modulo 521-bit Mersenne prime.
Note that all our codes, residue multiplications and single-scalar multiplication, are
purely implemented in C programming language without any use of compiler intrinsics and SIMD/assembly instructions in the second part of our work. Using our
residue multiplication for 32- and 64-bit platforms, we have implemented constanttime variable- and fixed-base scalar multiplication for the curve P-521 and E-521. To
the best of our knowledge, for 64-bit platforms, we have the best timing result for
variable-base scalar multiplication for both the curves. The timing results of both the
86

residue multiplication and the scalar multiplication can further be improved by using SIMD/assembly instructions on 32- and 64-bit platforms. Moreover, in terms of
efficiency, we find E-521 to be a better choice than P-521 using our residue multiplication.
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